Appendix A

Shadle Area Questionnaire
Final Results
August 21, 2019

Results Collected May - August 2019 via SurveyMonkey

Shadle Area Questionnaire

Q1 In which ZIP code do you currently live in? (enter five-digit ZIP code; for example, 00544 or
94305)
Answered: 371

1

Skipped: 2

Shadle Area Questionnaire

Q2 Which statement best represents you?
Answered: 365

Skipped: 8
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Q3 How do you usually get to the Shadle area?
Answered: 372

Skipped: 1
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Q4 How do you use the Shadle area? (Please check all that apply)
Answered: 370

Skipped: 3
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Q5 How often do you visit the area?
Answered: 371

Skipped: 2
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Q6 What are things you like about the area? (up to 5)
Answered: 345

Skipped: 28

See full list of comments on pages 23-32.
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Q7 What are things you do not like about the area? (up to 5)
Answered: 340

Skipped: 33

See full list of comments on pages 33-44.
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Q8 What five topics are most important to you?
Answered: 372
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Q9 What opportunities do you see for improvement of the overall character of the area?
Answered: 305

Skipped: 68

See full list of comments on pages 45-56.
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Q10 Regional vs. Local (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 344

Skipped: 29

The Shadle area has a regional
draw because the services,
recreation, schools, and nearby
Joe Albi Stadium make this area
desirable at the regional level.

The Shadle area has a
small-scale neighborhood feel,
with local services that are used
by people in the immediate
area.
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Q11 District Feel (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 347

The overall character of the
district feels disconnected and
“generic”. When being in the
Shadle area I do not get the
sense I’ve entered a “district.”

Skipped: 26

The Shadle area has a unique
character that provides a sense
that I’ve arrived at a desirable
destination.
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Q12 Unique Identity (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 344

Skipped: 29

The Shadle area should strive to
create an identity through
enhancements that give a
“neighborhood feel” and make
it a community hub.

The Shadle area has a distinct
identity and I feel connected to
the overall community and
neighborhood.
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Q13 Public Safety (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 348

Skipped: 25

There is an adequate public
safety presence and
improvements in the Shadle
area.

I feel there could be an
increased public safety
presence and improvements in
the area.
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Q14 Housing (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 344

Skipped: 29

I feel there should be a diversity
of housing choices for all
people in the area, including
single family, multi-family, and
senior housing.

I feel the traditional
development pattern of
predominantly single-family
homes is adequate.
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Q15 Transportation (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 343

Skipped: 30

The Shadle area should
incorporate walkable and
bikeable street design and
focus.

The Shadle area is better suited
towards cars as the main mode
of transportation.
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Q16 Integration (Average Rating Score)
Answered: 345

Skipped: 28

Access should be fairly limited,
with fewer connections to
adjoining areas and traffic
concentrated on major
roadways.

Access should be fairly open,
with multiple connections to
adjoining areas (i.e Shadle park,
Library, schools, nearby
residential…etc.) and provide
more choices to walk, bike, or
bus.
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Q17 Have other ideas or concerns about the future of the Shadle area? Share them here.
Answered: 144

Skipped: 229

See full list of comments on pages 57-63.
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Q18 What is your age?
Answered: 348
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Skipped: 25
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Q19 What is your household size?
Answered: 336

Skipped: 37

Average Household Size of Respondents: 2.8 People/Household
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Q20 Are you a renter or a home-owner?
Answered: 346

Skipped: 27
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Q21 How long have you lived in your place of residence? (in years)
Answered: 349

Less than 1
year

Skipped: 24
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Q22 What language is regularly spoken in your home?
Answered: 324

22

Skipped: 49

Shadle Area Questionnaire

Q6 What are things you like about the area? (up to 5)
Answered: 345

Skipped: 28

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I like the library and how close it is to the park. We get to enjoy both in the same day, at the same
visit. We also go to the McDonalds during cold/too hot times for the play place.

8/20/2019 12:03 PM

2

Convenience, nice park, SPHS is a great school

8/20/2019 11:11 AM

3

It's accessible and traffic moves easily

8/20/2019 9:14 AM

4

Close proximity to my home. Quite a few options for stores and quick service food establishments.

8/20/2019 6:13 AM

5

the look of the yards and houses. The friendliness of the it, many residents wave and say
"Hi/Hello" The parks.

8/20/2019 4:34 AM

6

Easy access to shopping.

8/20/2019 4:20 AM

7

Quiet, the park, being close to ammenities

8/20/2019 4:06 AM

8

The Shadle Library has the best library hours of all the branches within the city, and it has parking!

8/20/2019 3:32 AM

9

The parks The people The stores The potential

8/20/2019 2:34 AM

10

Easy accessed

8/20/2019 1:55 AM

11

Good shopping options, relatively clean, safe.

8/20/2019 1:46 AM

12

The views.

8/20/2019 12:08 AM

13

Convenience, close to home, good variety of stores, shopping center well maintained, easy to get
to.

8/19/2019 11:23 PM

14

Only Jamba Juice in Spokane, one stop shopping center, east to get to from downtown

8/19/2019 8:23 PM

15

It’s not surrounded by drugs.

8/19/2019 5:19 PM

16

Dwight merkle Bowl and pitcher Swimming pool Safeway Browne elementary

8/19/2019 5:06 PM

17

Walkable park, businesses like grocery store and restaurants

8/19/2019 5:04 PM

18

Convenience, shopping, access to other areas

8/19/2019 5:01 PM

19

Baseball field Splash pad Restaurants

8/19/2019 3:58 PM

20

Variety of stores

8/19/2019 3:24 PM

21

Safeway

8/19/2019 2:30 PM

22

Grew up in the area and just enjoy the park proximety to the schools and to the shopping center

8/19/2019 2:18 PM

23

Water tower

8/19/2019 2:16 PM

24

Convenience; close to my home

8/19/2019 2:10 PM

25

Restraunts

8/19/2019 1:04 PM

26

The park and the drum-shaped water tower.

8/19/2019 12:18 PM

27

Love the open space, nice library, free parking, easy access from all directions to district.

8/19/2019 12:09 PM

28

Socioeconomic level, shopping choices, food options

8/19/2019 12:07 PM

29

Long time owners in neighborhood and modest homes for new home owners. The jewel is the
High school, shadow center, pool, library, and park.

8/19/2019 12:06 PM

30

It feels safe. It's very pretty along the trail. Walking distance to the trail.

8/19/2019 10:55 AM

31

Grew up in the Shadle area and call it home. Live out Indian Trail now but shopping is close.

8/19/2019 10:42 AM

32

Close to home

8/19/2019 10:38 AM
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33

Convenience of the shopping center. It has a good variety of stores.

8/16/2019 1:36 AM

34

Mix of stores-Walmart, Dollar Store, Safeway Gas stations-Safeway & Chevron Food- McDonalds,
Subway Lots of free parking; plowed in winter Easy access from Wellesley

8/14/2019 4:49 AM

35

Quite neighborhoods Family oriented

8/11/2019 3:24 PM

36

Close to home, many conveniences (has, coffee, groceries, fast food etc.)

8/10/2019 2:30 PM

37

Library, green space, variety of shopping, variety of restaurants, variety of activities.

8/9/2019 7:33 AM

38

Love the library and park

8/9/2019 6:03 AM

39

The Chinese food at Safeway

8/9/2019 5:08 AM

40

The big trees, Swimming pool, Library,

8/9/2019 3:48 AM

41

I like having the variety of services such as the pool, library and shopping center. The parking is
convenient as well.

8/8/2019 1:07 PM

42

Honestly, not much. I do like all the green space tho!!

8/8/2019 10:41 AM

43

Convenient access from my home Good variety of services/shops (grocery, library, church,
pharmacy)

8/8/2019 10:23 AM

44

shopping, the park, the library

8/8/2019 8:40 AM

45

Close to home and has a variety of businesses

8/8/2019 7:01 AM

46

Convenience (many shopping areas/services close together and easy access via arterials.)

8/8/2019 6:00 AM

47

its not too crowded

8/8/2019 1:08 AM

48

Convenient shopping

8/7/2019 7:07 AM

49

Close to shopping Close to restaurants Friendly neighbors

8/6/2019 5:11 PM

50

Convenient,

8/6/2019 2:56 PM

51

Ease of getting in and out if parking Variety of stores and restaurants

8/4/2019 8:32 PM

52

It is a nice area, I have friends and family in the area as well as frequent businesses

8/4/2019 1:48 PM

53

Library, grocery store

8/4/2019 5:43 AM

54

Parks Older neighborhood with trees, flowers Friendly Convenient access to stores

8/1/2019 2:13 PM

55

I am ambivalent towards the area.

8/1/2019 11:19 AM

56

It is clean and close to my home.

8/1/2019 8:09 AM

57

Shopping and restaurants near where I live in Downriver area.

8/1/2019 7:55 AM

58

Audubon park Flying goat Downriver grill Shadle library

8/1/2019 5:56 AM

59

Proximity to home

7/30/2019 8:10 PM

60

Daily needs are all in one place

7/30/2019 4:07 AM

61

Both food & shopping nearby.

7/26/2019 6:16 AM

62

Close to homeshopping, Global is my bank, post office

7/25/2019 12:26 PM

63

The greenery.

7/25/2019 6:31 AM

64

The old Shadle Center has lots of free parking

7/25/2019 6:27 AM

65

Nice high school campus. Convenient grocery shopping. Convenient Monroe bus line.

7/24/2019 4:46 AM

66

Drive-ability & the variety of services available

7/23/2019 9:54 AM

67

easy access to a variety of services

7/22/2019 2:16 PM

68

na

7/22/2019 7:54 AM

69

Tree lined streets Convenience of businesses

7/20/2019 4:02 AM
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70

Having restaurants within walking distance of the residential area. I also find myself frequenting the
hardware store and enjoying the parks and library. I live fairly close to the bluff so I like to hike to
bowl and pitcher too.

7/19/2019 5:40 PM

71

Retail shopping, Shadle Park, Library, Pool, Schools

7/19/2019 3:14 PM

72

Proximity to my home.

7/19/2019 1:25 PM

73

nice area

7/19/2019 9:42 AM

74

Convenience, variety of services, playground for grandkids

7/19/2019 9:18 AM

75

Shopping, library, park/swimming, low crime

7/19/2019 3:38 AM

76

Close to food and shopping, quiet, good neighbors.

7/18/2019 11:59 PM

77

Access is easy to shopping—grocery, fast food, misc Love the library School access for children

7/18/2019 11:54 PM

78

The pool and the library. The legion baseball field is also very nice.

7/18/2019 3:44 PM

79

Our quiet neighborhood, stores within walking or short drive

7/18/2019 3:29 PM

80

Good restaurants, convenient shopping

7/18/2019 2:39 PM

81

It's close to home and offers great shopping and services that I use

7/18/2019 1:52 PM

82

Close to home Good mix of business I’m familiar

7/18/2019 11:28 AM

83

Close to my home for shopping and services. A library that is close by and the parks

7/18/2019 10:25 AM

84

That I can walk to most of what I need if I choose.

7/18/2019 9:50 AM

85

Friendly people and tall trees

7/18/2019 7:48 AM

86

Convenience. Beauty. Accessibility. Diversity

7/18/2019 7:34 AM

87

Easy to get around

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

88

It's close to where I live. Having a grocery store nearby is helpful. The library is so great for kids!
The public pool is nice during the summer.

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

89

It's proximity to my home; Shadle Shopping Center

7/18/2019 5:32 AM

90

Convenience,

7/18/2019 5:08 AM

91

People tend to take care of their yards, the older trees, the schools, the people, the local
businesses

7/18/2019 4:56 AM

92

It used to be a clean, quiet safe neighborhood.

7/18/2019 2:47 AM

93

Close proximity to shopping

7/18/2019 2:40 AM

94

Convience

7/18/2019 2:34 AM

95

Proximity to my house

7/18/2019 2:19 AM

96

Park, easy/convienent shopping

7/18/2019 2:11 AM

97

Convenience to where I live.

7/18/2019 1:47 AM

98

Convenient. Mostly clean, has all the services I need

7/18/2019 1:42 AM

99

Has a grocery store. Schools are in close proximity. Easy in and out vehicle access.

7/18/2019 1:40 AM

100

Close to my house

7/18/2019 1:37 AM

101

Access to businesses Community feel Majority of residents take care of their homes

7/18/2019 1:35 AM

102

Proximity to my house and the convenience of being able to handle multiple errands at one time.

7/18/2019 1:28 AM

103

Lots of kid friendly areas- playgrounds, library, pool, etc. Shopping for groceries

7/18/2019 1:26 AM

104

Walmart and dollar store and park and library..all close together...to do all shopping and gathering
at same trip

7/17/2019 4:57 PM

105

Businesses and services located in area Traffic flow Bus routes New and brighter street lights The
Monroe upgrade making pedestrian traffic safer

7/17/2019 12:42 PM

106

The library Ease of all needs for shopping Different food choices

7/17/2019 11:04 AM
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107

Close in proximity

7/17/2019 10:21 AM

108

You can find most everything that you might need Easy to access

7/17/2019 9:49 AM

109

Nearby and a variety of shops plus library. Nice green space around library.

7/17/2019 9:41 AM

110

Convenient

7/17/2019 9:39 AM

111

Close, convenient shopping

7/17/2019 7:58 AM

112

Friends in the neighborhood. Safety,

7/17/2019 7:23 AM

113

I grew up in the Shadle area and went to Shadle Park high school. I enjoyed Shadle center and
Emma favorite of the Chevron gas station there. I also shop at Safeway.

7/17/2019 6:55 AM

114

It’s close to my house, even if I cant drive, I can walk! My kids use a lot of these services as well

7/17/2019 6:47 AM

115

Close proximity to shopping and walking trails. Safe-ish neighborhoods

7/17/2019 6:40 AM

116

Close to home

7/17/2019 1:45 AM

117

Grew up in the area

7/17/2019 1:01 AM

118

Arterial streets going north-south and east west. Shopping is available at Wellesley and Alberta.

7/16/2019 2:18 PM

119

Home, work, shopping and playing are within a few blocks.

7/16/2019 1:44 PM

120

safe, convenient, many stores, roundabouts, park

7/16/2019 1:04 PM

121

Clean, easily accessible, Safe

7/16/2019 9:11 AM

122

close proximity; clean; friendly; love the variety of merchandise at Walmart

7/16/2019 6:05 AM

123

Stores other than Wal-Mart. How about a Fred Meyer? Or Target? Safeway is fine but we need a
better option than Wal-Mart

7/15/2019 11:54 AM

124

Low buildings/more sky, mostly clean, good location/5-10 min from downtown,

7/15/2019 9:00 AM

125

Its convenient, and I love having the park there.

7/14/2019 10:02 PM

126

Don't know what you are looking for here. I like being close to everything (esp. the Garland
Business Dist.). I like the variety of shops, the sense of community, the park, and the library.

7/14/2019 12:11 PM

127

Its home, has been for a lifetime and what is happening in this neighborhood now is a crying
shame!

7/13/2019 10:59 PM

128

easy access, many services

7/13/2019 12:11 AM

129

Park

7/12/2019 7:36 AM

130

Lots of services in one place Library Mix of park/pool/school

7/11/2019 2:40 PM

131

Park

7/11/2019 2:11 PM

132

Good mix of businesses at the Shadle Center

7/11/2019 8:19 AM

133

older people, one stop shopping, library

7/11/2019 7:31 AM

134

Convenient and clean

7/11/2019 7:05 AM

135

Convenience

7/11/2019 7:01 AM

136

Traffic isnt too bad most of the time

7/11/2019 6:47 AM

137

Parking

7/11/2019 6:43 AM

138

Park Shopping center School

7/11/2019 6:41 AM

139

Several businesses close together. Green space in the park.

7/11/2019 6:40 AM

140

Proximity to my house Stores Library

7/10/2019 11:43 PM

141

Neighborhood proximity

7/10/2019 2:08 PM

142

Variety of stores/businesses Closest to home Shadle Park is an oasis in the suburban hustle and
bustle Cop Shop/police presence

7/10/2019 5:04 AM

143

Shadle Park HS and Shadle Park

7/9/2019 2:28 PM
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144

THE GREEN SPACE

7/3/2019 9:14 AM

145

I like the post WWII "starter home" blocks, Shadle Park, and proximity to other small neighborhood
business areas.

6/28/2019 2:04 AM

146

Green space, sidewalks, public library, park

6/26/2019 11:51 AM

147

Access to services, library, lack of significant traffic issues

6/26/2019 3:56 AM

148

Park, library, stores,

6/24/2019 10:42 AM

149

The beautiful library and park

6/24/2019 3:08 AM

150

Conveniently close.

6/23/2019 11:33 AM

151

good variety of stores, places to get food and coffee, quiet neighborhoods, Shadle Park, Shadle
Library, Shadle center has plenty of easy parking

6/22/2019 8:26 AM

152

I like that the main bulk of stores and restaurants are in one area so it is possible to park and walk.

6/22/2019 7:24 AM

153

Park, trees, amenities

6/21/2019 11:02 PM

154

Grocery shopping and the library.

6/21/2019 5:39 AM

155

Tennis courts

6/21/2019 3:53 AM

156

Combined library and park

6/21/2019 2:20 AM

157

Access to shopping close by, relatively clean, relatively crime free

6/20/2019 1:16 AM

158

1. Audubon Park, 2. Fairly self-contained and provides what we need, 3. Safety of neighborhood
streets for running, 4. Library, 5. We like that many streets have sidewalks

6/19/2019 12:53 PM

159

Nice community of people Loma Vista Park

6/19/2019 8:22 AM

160

Closeness of shopping, library, park, short drive to downtown, city pool

6/19/2019 8:17 AM

161

getting simple things need for home or yard

6/18/2019 2:42 PM

162

Library, trees, schools, people

6/18/2019 12:31 AM

163

Has services that I need and they are convenient.

6/18/2019 12:16 AM

164

Quiet neighbourhoods Easy access to businesses

6/17/2019 3:10 PM

165

Close proximity to shopping businesses, library, schools

6/16/2019 9:17 AM

166

Safeway Starbucks Mod Pizza Subway the Roundabout pool library Shadle park

6/15/2019 3:26 PM

167

The pool, the library, Mod Pizza

6/15/2019 9:47 AM

168

shoping

6/14/2019 8:15 AM

169

It is convenient to where I live.

6/14/2019 8:05 AM

170

Pool, close proximity to stores, generally quiet neighborhood

6/14/2019 2:39 AM

171

Nice neighborhoods, Easy access to shopping, Trees, Shadle Park

6/14/2019 2:06 AM

172

has a few of the places i like to shop.

6/14/2019 1:12 AM

173

1. that it is close by and has easy access. I particularly enjoy the public library

6/13/2019 5:13 AM

174

I like that there is a few different eateries, a grocer, a Walmart, Starbucks and other small shops.
The library and adjacent park are wonderful. I used to take my son to the library and the park when
he was small.

6/13/2019 3:37 AM

175

Shopping and park within walking distance

6/13/2019 2:31 AM

176

Retail, parks, easy commute

6/12/2019 4:54 PM

177

Ease to shopping and the pool

6/12/2019 4:29 PM

178

Park and pool

6/12/2019 3:53 PM

179

Proximity to amenities

6/12/2019 2:53 PM

180

Proximity

6/12/2019 1:51 PM
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181

1. location and convenience 2. the park open space and trees

6/12/2019 1:33 PM

182

The neighborhood, park, water tower, and library.

6/12/2019 9:25 AM

183

convenient location with multiple services - stores, library green area close to home s

6/12/2019 8:40 AM

184

library, park, swimming pool, stores, restaurants

6/12/2019 8:01 AM

185

Convenience of grocery stores, gas stations & fast food options all available in one parking lot at
Shadle Shopping Center.

6/12/2019 3:58 AM

186

I love the park, pool & library

6/12/2019 3:50 AM

187

The park pool The library Greenspace Safeway

6/12/2019 2:39 AM

188

I love the Safeway store in Shadle. I sometimes go to Starbucks, WalMart and the library. The area
is convenient, clean and there is ample free parking.

6/12/2019 2:35 AM

189

Park and pool. Neighborhood feel not full of apartments, but more a multi family unit of homes and
small business, library, park.

6/12/2019 12:45 AM

190

Trees/Audobon Park/Close to Cop Shop/post office/small businesses

6/11/2019 1:30 PM

191

Many of the things I need close together can get a lot of errands done at once. Good food options
for a quick bite to eat

6/11/2019 7:18 AM

192

I like the selection. I like having a Safeway, Wal-Mart, and Rite Aid for shopping as well as various
restaurants and smaller shops. I like that we have a park, pool, and library.

6/11/2019 7:12 AM

193

I like the new turn lane from Wellesley, the new area for the library and the new park water area

6/11/2019 7:10 AM

194

the library, the splash park, the neighborhoods, the leafy trees

6/11/2019 7:06 AM

195

Grocery shopping near by

6/11/2019 6:32 AM

196

Proximity of different stores and necessities. Not too much traffic.

6/11/2019 2:27 AM

197

Variety of use for all ages, close to home, plenty of free parking, fairly smooth traffic flow,
landmarks like the water tower

6/11/2019 2:08 AM

198

Close to where I live.

6/11/2019 1:48 AM

199

Current easy and beautiful park setting

6/10/2019 11:57 PM

200

The High School fields, Track, Gym & Tennis Courts Library Shopping

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

201

It has the businesses I need. The library and park are there, and while there is lots of traffic, it also
has a neighborhood feel

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

202

The old home town look.

6/10/2019 12:08 PM

203

Nice area, has everything, low crime (I feel safe), helpful caring people, close schools

6/10/2019 12:04 PM

204

Close to home. We shop at the Safeway.

6/10/2019 11:58 AM

205

The ease of getting around. The park and trees. The library. The post office. Good mix of
businesses parks & residence.

6/10/2019 11:42 AM

206

Generally well laid out streets; easy access to neighborhood amenities and adjacent
neighborhoods

6/10/2019 9:45 AM

207

Handy from our house - gas, groceries, drug store, etc. Close to Audubon park to walk our dog

6/10/2019 9:30 AM

208

Connectivity Concerts Shopping

6/10/2019 8:51 AM

209

Location & convenience of stores & services

6/10/2019 8:02 AM

210

Quiet and peaceful neighborhood, convenient also.

6/10/2019 7:55 AM

211

Close to my house, groceries, library access, fast food.

6/10/2019 7:32 AM

212

Park, shopping center, good neighbors

6/10/2019 7:16 AM

213

The park, library,

6/10/2019 7:10 AM

214

Great facilities wish they were safer (homeless people in the park etc)

6/10/2019 7:09 AM

215

The park, the pool, Shadle Park High School, the library, and the Shopping center

6/10/2019 5:01 AM
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216

Fairly crime free, lots of families, nice parks, feel safe to walk.

6/10/2019 4:27 AM

217

Lots of land Large population in area

6/10/2019 3:41 AM

218

Park, stores, schools

6/10/2019 2:57 AM

219

Not much. I only go there because I live in the neighborhood. I like the pool, the library, and Mod
Pizza (love them because we can get dairy and gluten free). Beyond that, I'm reaching for 2 more:
Walmart is affordable (but isn't allowed to have groceries, so I drive to the Colton store), my kids
like McDonalds (but the Shadle location often screws up our order, so we often go to Francis).

6/9/2019 2:54 PM

220

Convenient location to get groceries, gas, medications or small items at Rite Aid, and nail services
(mani/pedi)

6/9/2019 11:18 AM

221

Friendly, easy access

6/9/2019 2:15 AM

222

Park Grocery & gas Library Dollar store Food

6/8/2019 1:01 PM

223

Lovely neighbourhood with large yards, beautiful landacaping, lots of shopping and aingle family
homes

6/8/2019 9:19 AM

224

Proximity to my home, ease of walking to the shopping center, ease of driving to the shopping
center, perceived safety of the area

6/8/2019 5:15 AM

225

The proximity of services to my home. Also the mix/variety of services/stores is excellent. My
family has been in the area nearly 100 years. I am 3rd generation.

6/8/2019 4:30 AM

226

close, variety of services, easy access

6/8/2019 1:50 AM

227

How close services including the library are to my home

6/8/2019 1:47 AM

228

Proximity to my home Lots of families Library, pool, parks within walking distance

6/8/2019 1:25 AM

229

The park, sAfeway,track at Shadle high, pool,neighborhood

6/7/2019 11:38 PM

230

The park/pool, the library

6/7/2019 6:09 PM

231

Close to my house.

6/7/2019 6:02 PM

232

Close to house

6/7/2019 5:56 PM

233

Close by. Good grocery shopping and also has Wal mart, Rite Aid and many eatery places. Dentist
is there close by. Convienient parking. Safeway gas station and Cheveron one.

6/7/2019 2:09 PM

234

Proximity to home, trees, Shadle track and tennis courts, and splash pad

6/7/2019 1:33 PM

235

My neighbors, the general feeling of the neighborhood

6/7/2019 11:21 AM

236

I use the library a lot. It is so convenient. Have gone to meetings there and attended workshops. I
run the track at Shadle HS periodically. Dentist is in the area. Get my haircut at Great Clips

6/7/2019 11:03 AM

237

Convenient shopping close to home.

6/7/2019 9:28 AM

238

Convenience to public space (park) Library is close by Easy shopping for food and general items
Convenient restaurants

6/7/2019 8:56 AM

239

Super easy to get to shopping and library and easy to get out of and back home.

6/7/2019 8:50 AM

240

Accessible

6/7/2019 8:40 AM

241

It's close and has the amenities I want.

6/7/2019 8:18 AM

242

Grocery store, wal mart, its close to home

6/7/2019 8:07 AM

243

Good place to walk dogs. COP shop Nearby. Other people are usually around.

6/7/2019 7:50 AM

244

Nothing, anymore. I've lived in this neighborhood for 55 years. It is a disgrace now for the last 3
years. :(

6/7/2019 7:14 AM

245

Convenience

6/7/2019 7:02 AM

246

Close to our house

6/7/2019 6:43 AM

247

Walkability, Audobon park, services (restaurants and grocery)

6/7/2019 6:39 AM

248

swimming pool, on flat land, accessible, green space

6/7/2019 4:37 AM
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249

I can complete most of my weekly errands between Walmart and Safeway. There is a credit-union
ATM I can use for no fee. Plenty of parking. I can take my nephew to the park when he stays over.
Traffic isn't too bad.

6/7/2019 4:25 AM

250

I frequent Walmart, Safeway and the restaurants there.

6/7/2019 4:22 AM

251

convenient

6/7/2019 12:40 AM

252

The park

6/6/2019 11:33 PM

253

Location

6/6/2019 11:12 PM

254

Location of areas such as library, park, and shopping.

6/6/2019 11:03 PM

255

park, proximity to food and shopping

6/6/2019 3:11 PM

256

I enjoy the convenience of the shopping area, the nearby parks, and surrounding neighborhood.

6/6/2019 3:07 PM

257

Convenient shopping

6/6/2019 12:55 PM

258

Shopping is convenient and library access is important to us

6/6/2019 12:10 PM

259

Proximity to my home

6/6/2019 11:01 AM

260

Single family homes

6/6/2019 10:53 AM

261

Convince of multiple places in one area

6/6/2019 10:29 AM

262

The services and businesses I use there are easily accessible.

6/6/2019 10:13 AM

263

Library is accessible

6/6/2019 10:07 AM

264

Close proximity to shops

6/6/2019 9:40 AM

265

Convenience

6/6/2019 9:36 AM

266

It's laid out nicely, it's convenient, it looks good but could look better,it has good stores

6/6/2019 9:16 AM

267

Nothing in Particular

6/6/2019 8:28 AM

268

Safeway, Starbucks, Library, Quiet streets

6/6/2019 8:15 AM

269

The neighborhood. Shopping. My family lives here. The park.

6/6/2019 8:03 AM

270

Close to where I live (Northwest), a variety of shops, the park is nice and the library is wonderful!

6/6/2019 7:45 AM

271

nice places to eat, convenient grocery store, good parks

6/6/2019 7:39 AM

272

My home

6/6/2019 7:16 AM

273

Park, walking, shopping, food

6/6/2019 7:07 AM

274

Convenient location, close to home

6/6/2019 7:05 AM

275

proximity, available services

6/6/2019 6:08 AM

276

Convenience

6/6/2019 5:52 AM

277

Nice park, close shopping, convenient access,

6/6/2019 5:51 AM

278

Shopping proximity to home. Nearby library access (although not used often) Restaurants.

6/6/2019 5:45 AM

279

Park and library

6/6/2019 5:39 AM

280

shopping variety.

6/6/2019 5:22 AM

281

Park Shopping

6/6/2019 5:12 AM

282

Multiple services offered, centrally located, lots of real working-class people, easy bus access

6/6/2019 5:08 AM

283

Walmart and Safeway. Good schools.

6/6/2019 5:07 AM

284

Variety of eateries Easy access to grocery shopping

6/6/2019 5:04 AM

285

It is close by.

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

286

Trees Great Park Easy Access to Downriver Golf Course

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

287

The availability and access

6/6/2019 4:30 AM
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288

Convenience. Shopping, dining and a gas station all in a convenient area with lots of parking.

6/6/2019 4:20 AM

289

Close proximity to downtown, rest of city. Character of neighborhoods

6/6/2019 4:06 AM

290

accessibility, vibe, comfort, beauty

6/6/2019 3:46 AM

291

open spaces around the school and library

6/6/2019 3:41 AM

292

Easy access from my home Good entrance and easy exits from businesses Plenty of parking
Good variety of shopping (drug store, Dollar store, Walmart, Safeway)

6/6/2019 3:13 AM

293

Close proximity to home Grocery shopping Great park Great library

6/6/2019 3:02 AM

294

Library, Walmart, McDonald's, Dollar Store, Starbucks

6/6/2019 2:58 AM

295

The restaurants, the dollar store, Walmart, the High School and the park

6/6/2019 2:26 AM

296

Close and convient

6/6/2019 12:17 AM

297

The convince of one stop shopping. The COPS shop being located in the area. Community events
in the park. Proximity to the Library and Schools.

6/5/2019 11:13 AM

298

Shadle Park, shopping, Shadle Library

6/5/2019 7:15 AM

299

Low crime

6/5/2019 6:36 AM

300

So many services in one area. Love the parks and the close proximity to the schools. This area
can be a community.

6/5/2019 6:35 AM

301

I love the close proximity of many different things to do.

6/5/2019 6:31 AM

302

Panda, McDonalds, WalMart, Safeway, Dollar Store

6/5/2019 6:03 AM

303

easy access. friendly people

6/5/2019 2:03 AM

304

small size of the shopping area, park area for the kids, restaurants, quiet streets.

6/5/2019 1:32 AM

305

Good arterials Relatively good pavement Well lighted

6/4/2019 12:46 PM

306

The people, Audubon park, Down river Grill, Flaming Goat pizza. My neighborhood Cleveland just
3 blocks from down river golf course is so peaceful people are always out doing their yards,
walking , running. Kids are outside playing also you can trust your neighbors. You can forget to
lock things up and nothing bad happens. Lots of dog owners here as well.

6/4/2019 12:23 PM

307

I love the library, and having a close grocery store

6/4/2019 12:13 PM

308

How close it is to my home. That my son is able to walk to Glover.

6/4/2019 12:06 PM

309

Close to home, Some vendors I like, nice park (When the homeless and juvenile delinquents are
not there)

6/4/2019 5:17 AM

310

Proximity to the neighborhood, good selection of services and retail, easy to find parking

6/4/2019 3:31 AM

311

Quiet

6/4/2019 1:41 AM

312

The convience of everything in one place.

6/4/2019 1:24 AM

313

Lots of options. Audubon Park is nice, as are the surrounding restaurants.

6/4/2019 1:10 AM

314

location to home different stores for different needs

6/4/2019 12:23 AM

315

Convenient Safe

6/3/2019 11:57 PM

316

Family neighborhoods, access to shopping and the area is beautiful

6/3/2019 11:27 PM

317

Close to home.

6/3/2019 8:53 PM

318

Convenient, beautiful park, great pool, good library

6/3/2019 8:00 PM

319

Library, shopping, familiarity

6/3/2019 3:21 PM

320

Easy access to other areas of the city, smaller houses, public amenities, neighborhood
atmosphere

6/3/2019 3:08 PM

321

Closeness The variety of food and services

6/3/2019 2:27 PM

322

Ease of access to and diversity of stores; the beauty of Shadle Park; family friendly environment
(during the day); the library

6/3/2019 2:06 PM
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323

Convenient Pool Park

6/3/2019 1:39 PM

324

It’s where I live

6/3/2019 1:38 PM

325

Familiar, all necessities are walking distance.

6/3/2019 1:36 PM

326

Community support, schools, library

6/3/2019 1:32 PM

327

Lots of shops and activities, close to downtown Round about on Wellesley to continue flow of
traffic towards joe albi

6/3/2019 1:26 PM

328

Walk, food shop, library, coffee, eat

6/3/2019 1:26 PM

329

library, pool, 5 mile shopping center, still some nice neighborhoods

6/3/2019 1:20 PM

330

Several food options

6/3/2019 1:10 PM

331

Shopping Food Library

6/3/2019 1:00 PM

332

Convenient grocery store, potential for leisure and recreation

6/3/2019 12:59 PM

333

Clean, good parking

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

334

Park Restaurants - flying goat, tecate, downriver grill

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

335

I grew up here, neighborhood is generally safe and quiet, easy access to library, grocery store if I
need to make a last minute trip.

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

336

Pretty

6/3/2019 12:47 PM

337

Lots of parking, mix of businesses, Library

6/3/2019 12:28 PM

338

Park, Shopping, restaurants, library, and light traffic

6/3/2019 12:03 PM

339

- The library - The park - Selection of stores and restaurants - Safeway Chinese food

6/3/2019 10:42 AM

340

Easy to get to. Variety of stores/locations.

6/3/2019 9:48 AM

341

free parking, restaurants, shopping, library

6/3/2019 6:28 AM

342

The block I live on is very family oriented, quiet, and the people are friendly

6/3/2019 3:43 AM

343

- Nice access to some retail - Nice access to park, library

6/3/2019 2:38 AM

344

I like the proximity to the park and library. It's nice to have these uses central to the area.

5/30/2019 9:16 AM

345

Jamba Juice is rad. Green & gold color scheme of Shadle area reminds me of my alma mater
colors, nostalgia levels 10000x.

5/30/2019 7:37 AM
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Q7 What are things you do not like about the area? (up to 5)
Answered: 340

Skipped: 33

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Not super walkable from park to McDonalds. You must go to the light to cross.

8/20/2019 12:03 PM

2

Drug use/selling Homeless Trouble teens

8/20/2019 11:11 AM

3

I would like a greater variety of stores

8/20/2019 9:14 AM

4

Homeless and hoodlums

8/20/2019 6:13 AM

5

Traffic can get backed up around Safeway during the 5 O'Clock rush hour.

8/20/2019 4:20 AM

6

Could be cleaner. Some areas on Driscoll

8/20/2019 4:06 AM

7

It's not pedestrian or bike friendly.

8/20/2019 3:32 AM

8

Loma vista park needs a walk way all the way around it. Right now the busiest street has no side
walk. Also the traffic gets stupid at 5 on weekdays. From NT J Meenach Dr. At NW Blvd. Going up
Alberta it is always traffic. The biggest issue of this is the 4 way stop at Rowan and Alberta. Car
cut to the right and left and go up the side streets really fast to get past the line of cars waiting for
the 4 way stop.

8/20/2019 2:34 AM

9

Crime, horrible parking lot issues at Shadle center

8/20/2019 1:55 AM

10

Lack of pedestrian safety measures by the Walmart/McDonalds area.

8/20/2019 1:46 AM

11

No good selection of resturants. Grocery store does not have anything new in it. Walmart to
cramped. Poor customer service in the area.

8/20/2019 12:08 AM

12

Can’t think of anything negative about Shadie. I have shopped here for 40yrs.

8/19/2019 11:23 PM

13

Really sketchy area at night, Walmart closes early, roads are busy and signals from Wellesley
onto maple/ash need fixing

8/19/2019 8:23 PM

14

Streets need redone.

8/19/2019 5:19 PM

15

Transients Crime/theft Traffic Littering Lack of healthy eating options

8/19/2019 5:06 PM

16

homeless people everywhere, lack of police response, home break ins, people in the park after
10pm, people drive too fast on wellesley,

8/19/2019 5:04 PM

17

Traffic

8/19/2019 5:01 PM

18

Homeless people living in their cars on residential streets due to a lack of Police presence

8/19/2019 4:56 PM

19

People attracted to Walmart. Feels unsafe

8/19/2019 3:58 PM

20

People drive to fast in the parking lot, getting in and out of the big parking lot is scary,

8/19/2019 3:24 PM

21

Wal-Mart. Traffic around the area is badly designed.

8/19/2019 2:30 PM

22

The shopping center does not seem as vibrant as it used to be.

8/19/2019 2:18 PM

23

Walmart

8/19/2019 2:16 PM

24

Traffic

8/19/2019 2:10 PM

25

Walmart

8/19/2019 1:04 PM

26

traffic.

8/19/2019 12:18 PM

27

Needs better lighting in the park. Library parking lot is well lit. Parking is tight by the panda
restaurant, could be redone or made one way? Close calls in parking lot. Wellesley is so barren in
places.

8/19/2019 12:09 PM

28

Loitering in the parking lots

8/19/2019 12:07 PM

29

Intersection at Alberta, and Driscoll

8/19/2019 12:06 PM
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30

Traffic.

8/19/2019 11:51 AM

31

The smell from the plant this year. The view of the plant

8/19/2019 10:55 AM

32

The old Hastings building needs something there maybe a great restaurant.

8/19/2019 10:42 AM

33

Nothing comes to mind

8/19/2019 10:38 AM

34

Loitering

8/16/2019 1:36 AM

35

Sorry to see Hastings move out-no bookstore in the area Sorry that only an outdoor pool was put
in, I would have used an indoor pool The tower structure by the high school is a waste of money
Better all weather/enclosed bus shelters on Maple/Ash/Wellesley Whatever you do please don't
put in traffic circles

8/14/2019 4:49 AM

36

Shadle park feels unsafe ( homeless in park, loud teenagers cursing) I do not think safety is a
priority for school kids getting to and from school Walmart shopping center is filled with
panhandlers asking for money for gas I have young kids and do not use the library, I travel to other
library for story time, I do not feel safe in the parking lot.

8/11/2019 3:24 PM

37

Safety/security

8/10/2019 2:30 PM

38

Heavy traffic, limited crosswalks along Wellesley/Belt, people camping in the park.

8/9/2019 7:33 AM

39

The shopping center; Wellesley Ave (needs butification, more trees and greenery, better
crosswalks and buss stops).

8/9/2019 6:03 AM

40

No Puerto Rican restaurants

8/9/2019 5:08 AM

41

Traffic, influx of Homeless camping in the park. lots of drug use and trash

8/9/2019 3:48 AM

42

Sidewalks are small on Wellesley and close to the traffic. A bike or moped lane similar to Rowan
would be nice. The stop light turning South by McDonalds is a bit congested and a cross walk near
Rite Aid would be nice. The park area is a bit dated.

8/8/2019 1:07 PM

43

It’s very car centric. I wish there was better shopping I REALLY wish there were better restaurants
It would be nice if there was a gym or yoga studio

8/8/2019 10:41 AM

44

Shopping center owner does not maintain parking lot well, especially during winter (potPITS
through lot), while city does not maintain entrances (potholes at driveway entrances) Traffic
through center is not routed well and so dangerous Shopping baskets left at bus stop Loiterers
near and in library Would like greater variety of restaurants at center People park in shopping
center during Shadle Park sports events, making parking for shopping very inconvenient

8/8/2019 10:23 AM

45

the increase of transients.

8/8/2019 8:40 AM

46

Crime, loitering and drug use. It does not feel safe.

8/8/2019 7:01 AM

47

Traffic congestion occasionally, loss of individual businesses e.g. Quizno's, Hastings.

8/8/2019 6:00 AM

48

potholes, pan handling

8/8/2019 1:08 AM

49

Unsafe park Increase in homeless population

8/7/2019 7:07 AM

50

Traffic and crossing Wellesley Homeless in park and shopping center Thefts increasing

8/6/2019 5:11 PM

51

Drug deals at library Shadle park needs improvement Needs local cafes

8/6/2019 2:56 PM

52

Condition of parking lot

8/4/2019 8:32 PM

53

Shadle center and surrounding area has had some crime issues. Traffic is heavy at times and it is
questionable whether the roads are adequate for flow.

8/4/2019 1:48 PM

54

Property crime

8/4/2019 5:43 AM

55

Would like to see improved walkability and bikeability

8/1/2019 2:13 PM

56

I've noticed someone panhandling by the Rite Aid store.

8/1/2019 8:09 AM

57

Too many homeless people and peddlers in the Shadle Shopping and Shadle Park areas.

8/1/2019 7:55 AM

58

Walmart Congestion of traffic

8/1/2019 5:56 AM

59

Transients. Crime. Juveniles terrorizing the neighborhood.

7/30/2019 8:10 PM

60

Walmart Homeless/ vagrants in park, library and stores Don’t feel safe and able to “utilize” my
neighborhood like I used to (I’ve lived in it for 53 years) this is a fairly recent realization

7/30/2019 1:44 PM
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61

Traffic volume on Alberta Street is uncomfortable for walking.

7/30/2019 4:07 AM

62

pedestrian traffic going between park and driveway between Rite Aid and McDonalds No
sidewalks on belt on park side parking and dangerous pedestrian crossings on belt next to park
during baseball games, etc.

7/29/2019 8:47 AM

63

Can't think of anything.

7/26/2019 6:16 AM

64

Getting run down, traffic and parking are difficult

7/25/2019 12:26 PM

65

Pan handlers.

7/25/2019 6:31 AM

66

The bums asking for money. The roundabout at Wellesley and A.

7/25/2019 6:27 AM

67

Pan-handling and it seems like an area where theft is likely to occur.

7/23/2019 9:54 AM

68

condition of many of the streets

7/22/2019 2:16 PM

69

na

7/22/2019 7:54 AM

70

Increasing crime Increasing pandhandling

7/20/2019 4:02 AM

71

I have lived here for almost 10 years and garland has yet to be repaved. That is a major
thoroughfare and the city doesn't take care of it. Also, just put a 20mph sign in front of Audubon
park year round and stop messing around with different speeds at different times of day or year.

7/19/2019 5:40 PM

72

Could use a better restaurant / bar in the center.

7/19/2019 3:14 PM

73

People parking the wrong direction in Spokane. They should be ticketed.

7/19/2019 1:25 PM

74

crime and park keeps getting smaller

7/19/2019 9:42 AM

75

Too many rough talking acting young people in the park and pan handlers in the shopping parking
lot

7/19/2019 9:18 AM

76

Increase in panhandling/homeless population, vehicle prowling

7/19/2019 3:38 AM

77

Some sketchy individuals

7/18/2019 11:59 PM

78

The entrance to McDonald’s from Wellesley. If you are parked in handicap space— traffic can
come from five directions.

7/18/2019 11:54 PM

79

The homeless people that are around the water tower. The Walmart traffic. Unsavory crowds at
night at Safeway

7/18/2019 3:44 PM

80

More shopping and eateries within walking distance would be nice. The homeless people that are
always at Shadle park keep me from walking alone with my son.

7/18/2019 3:29 PM

81

sketchy people hanging out in the park, traffic congestion on Alberta, trying to get from one side of
the shopping center parking lot to the other without getting hit by another vehicle.

7/18/2019 2:39 PM

82

It looks pretty bleak with all the acres of blacktop at the shopping center, parking at the library
when the pool is open is difficult

7/18/2019 1:52 PM

83

Increased traffic congestion Increase of transients and property crime/vehicle prowling

7/18/2019 11:28 AM

84

The loitering, sleeping and panhandling of homeless. Lack of police patroling the neighborhood
streets even though at times multiple patrol cars parked at Cop shop. Lack of street lights or if
present untrimmed trees blocking the light.

7/18/2019 10:25 AM

85

Would like to see basketball courts available

7/18/2019 9:50 AM

86

Walmart Crime

7/18/2019 7:48 AM

87

Theft. Homeless. Fear.

7/18/2019 7:34 AM

88

Riff raff at library

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

89

Crime. I feel bad for the street kids who sleep in the park. Some of the sidewalks get overgrown
with weeds. The speed trap cameras.

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

90

Property crime; transient/homeless issues; traffic

7/18/2019 5:32 AM

91

Traffic, homelessness, crime

7/18/2019 4:56 AM

92

In the past few years, property crime has increased dramatically.

7/18/2019 2:47 AM
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93

Vehicle prowlings, Vehicle theft, the riff raff that has taken over the park in the evening. People
sleeping in the parks.

7/18/2019 2:40 AM

94

Congested

7/18/2019 2:34 AM

95

Danger to myself and kid(s) using the park, loitering and panhandling by ones not using the
services, park, or library for their intended services, vehicle vandalism and break ins, down-right
dangerous at the shopping center especially after dark.

7/18/2019 2:19 AM

96

Parking lot is cramped and lots of potholes. Traffic is congested at peak times. Don’t like the high
school sharing the park due to drug issues and homeless issues in the park and around the library.

7/18/2019 2:11 AM

97

Too many homeless and panhandlers.

7/18/2019 1:47 AM

98

No breakfast type restaurant

7/18/2019 1:42 AM

99

I would like to see a brewery or pub with good food.

7/18/2019 1:40 AM

100

Increased homeless population

7/18/2019 1:37 AM

101

Homeless population Property crime Shadle center at night doesn’t seem safe

7/18/2019 1:35 AM

102

The roads surrounding the shade shopping area.

7/18/2019 1:28 AM

103

Petty Crime- our cars have been egged three times in the past two months. We have had bikes
stolen too

7/18/2019 1:26 AM

104

Homeless and drug addicts and loafers hanging around the park making it feel unsafe

7/17/2019 4:57 PM

105

Street and sidewalk improvements and maintenance Lack of improvements or maintenance of
alleys

7/17/2019 12:42 PM

106

1)Play-sets at the Park area is not great....nothing for older kids and the younger kids play set is
old. 2)people are always crossing from library/park side over in between rite aid and McDonald’s and crossing at the baseball field to the parking lot over by the c.o.p.s on Belt St. 3)no sidewalk on
Belt on the park side between Wellsely and Longfellow 4)there is a lot of foot traffic and driving
traffic up Nettleton between Longfellow and Garland. 5)increasing homeless activity in the park
and panhandling by Belt entry between Rite Aid and McDonald’s

7/17/2019 10:21 AM

107

Drug use/dealing is common (so much so that SPHS had to go to a closed campus for safety
reasons) Homeless hanging out there all day The large play structure that was burned has never
been replaced

7/17/2019 9:49 AM

108

Parking for library challenging.

7/17/2019 9:41 AM

109

Many transients roaming the neighborhoods

7/17/2019 9:39 AM

110

Panhandling

7/17/2019 7:58 AM

111

The horrible cell phone reception in the area!

7/17/2019 6:55 AM

112

The crime! The teens n young adults hanging out in the parks doing bad things!

7/17/2019 6:47 AM

113

Heavier traffic, more people panhandling on busier streets, doesnt feel as safe at night, higher
property crimes

7/17/2019 6:40 AM

114

Dirty, big homeless population, being approached for money in the parking lots

7/17/2019 1:45 AM

115

C.O.P.S NW is right there

7/17/2019 1:01 AM

116

Litter and loitering at library and Walmart areas. Shoplifters and graffiti.

7/16/2019 2:18 PM

117

Peddlers in the shopping center and library.

7/16/2019 1:44 PM

118

thugs roaming and sleeping in shadle park. lack of trees and plants-too much asphalt

7/16/2019 1:04 PM

119

The Park & Library can be a bit scary at times with homeless. Panhandling in the parking lots.

7/16/2019 9:11 AM

120

lack of parking at Library during summer; would like more parking for folks going to baseball
games and any activities at the park

7/16/2019 6:05 AM

121

Crime that seems to be increasing almost daily both from residences and cars while parked at
businesses.

7/15/2019 11:54 AM

122

Unstable electrical power during the smallest storms.

7/15/2019 9:00 AM

123

The people camping there, and messing the area up

7/14/2019 10:02 PM
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124

I don't like some of the sidewalks along Wellesley, or the lack of bus stop shelters.

7/14/2019 12:11 PM

125

Currently the homeless and transient population that is living in the park and making it unusable
for most residents downtown library isn't the only one that that is seen problems from this
population the Shadle library is also having problems making it as far as I'm concerned unusable
for the neighborhood

7/13/2019 10:59 PM

126

nothing

7/13/2019 12:11 AM

127

too much traffic. Homeless/panhandlers in park and shopping area and on corners.

7/12/2019 7:36 AM

128

Too auto oriented No easy or attractive ways to walk around the shopping center

7/11/2019 2:40 PM

129

Traffic

7/11/2019 2:11 PM

130

No dislikes

7/11/2019 8:19 AM

131

crime, shadle center parking lot is difficult to navigate, proximity to schools, lack of housing
available

7/11/2019 7:31 AM

132

?

7/11/2019 7:05 AM

133

Pan handlers,

7/11/2019 7:01 AM

134

Homeless teens hanging out at shadle park. Crime in shadle center parking lot (vehicle prowling)

7/11/2019 6:47 AM

135

Vagrants

7/11/2019 6:43 AM

136

Not enough family events

7/11/2019 6:41 AM

137

You deciding to take away green spaces and putting in structures and concrete.

7/11/2019 6:40 AM

138

Walkability Homeless in Shadle park. Panhandling

7/10/2019 11:43 PM

139

The shops are like an island that is surrounded by a highly disorganized parking lot and high
speed Wellesley which makes walking from a car much less the neighborhood or from the park
very dangerous for an adult let alone adults with children

7/10/2019 2:08 PM

140

Vast asphalt of Shadle Center without trees Crime Panhandling/homeless folks Wellesley needs
calming

7/10/2019 5:04 AM

141

Walmart, crime, homeless people, traffic

7/9/2019 2:28 PM

142

THE AREA IS NOT FRIENDLY TO WALKABILITY OR ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION.
SIDEWALKS ARE POOR OR NON EXISTANCE. BUSING IS TOO FAR AWAY FROM THE MAIN
SHOPPING AND PARKS.

7/3/2019 9:14 AM

143

Streets are unfriendly to pedestrian and bicycle activity (except for Garland) - it is outdated. It feels
like it grew without a lot of attention to connection with the City either north or South of it.

6/28/2019 2:04 AM

144

Walkability needs to improve--crosswalks, pedestrian safety Drugs in the park--used needles and
other paraphernalia

6/26/2019 11:51 AM

145

lack of diverse shopping, massive parking lots

6/26/2019 3:56 AM

146

Homeless campers,

6/24/2019 10:42 AM

147

Lack of small / family owned / independent businesses. Lack of healthier food options for dining.

6/24/2019 3:08 AM

148

It’s busy

6/23/2019 11:33 AM

149

more homeless people in the park and center , people on the streets asking for money, cars are
frequently broken into, streets like Garland are in terrible shape

6/22/2019 8:26 AM

150

I do not like the rise of crimes.

6/22/2019 7:24 AM

151

The look of shadle center

6/21/2019 11:02 PM

152

SIDEWALKS!!! I walk up Nettleton to get there and there are very few sidewalks.

6/21/2019 5:39 AM

153

Huge parking lot at Shadle center

6/21/2019 3:53 AM

154

Not as pedestrian friendly as it could be

6/21/2019 2:20 AM

155

The lights at intersections need to change as it can be scary, also the amount of homeless kids
that hang out in the park area has increased and you don't feel safe going there. Also the pool is
nice but terribly crowded. Crime is better but still needs some improvement.

6/20/2019 1:16 AM
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156

1. The lack of designated crosswalks crossing Cochran, 2. The speed of vehicles on Cochran and
Alberta, 3. The lack of old-growth/mature trees in neighborhoods, 4. The way NW Blvd dissects
neighborhoods without easy crossing or access for bikes or pedestrians, 5. Wish we had a
sidewalk that runs up Cochran to connect to sidewalk on Alberta.

6/19/2019 12:53 PM

157

Hard to go walking because people drive too fast and some sidewalks are missing. Traffic gets
backed up. Hard to get out of the Safeway parking lot. Lots of homeless people in the Shadle
district with no services nearby. Drivers on Alberta go to fast and the intersection is hard to cross.

6/19/2019 8:22 AM

158

Vandalism in park/destruction of park equipment, teenagers hanging out in packs and smoking in
the park, homeless people sleeping in the park, people begging for handouts around Shadle
Center

6/19/2019 8:17 AM

159

No entertainment, nothing about my neighborhood improvements on Driscoll

6/18/2019 2:42 PM

160

Problems in park, theft,

6/18/2019 12:31 AM

161

Surrounding area is not maintained well by homeowners. Parking is limited for park events forcing
street parking.

6/18/2019 12:16 AM

162

Increased transient population

6/17/2019 3:10 PM

163

Panhandling, loitering

6/16/2019 9:17 AM

164

homelessness crime in Shadle park

6/15/2019 3:26 PM

165

The crime and unsafe areas, many of the schools, the litter

6/15/2019 9:47 AM

166

crime, no shopping options, no senior or kids resources aka things to do, health foods &
supplements, adult pool

6/14/2019 8:15 AM

167

It is attracting homeless people which is dragging down the entire area and depreciating our
properties. It is just an average shopping district, but is very convenient.

6/14/2019 8:05 AM

168

Crime, (tweaker ran thru alleys this week causing 6 cop cars to race down elm)(I avoid shadle
Walmart because it does not seem safe for kiddos)

6/14/2019 2:39 AM

169

Traffic, drivers speeding through residential areas due to straight street grid, lack of sidewalks in
some areas

6/14/2019 2:06 AM

170

neighborhoods are starting to be trashed, people not taking care of there homes and yards,
parking cars on the lawns area slowing turning into a place you do not want your kids, family to
live.

6/14/2019 1:12 AM

171

traffic backs up on Alberta and makes it hard to access the shopping and the shopping is so
spread out with no good way to walk from one end to the other - it is not friendly to pedestrians at
all.

6/13/2019 5:13 AM

172

Speeding traffic Homeless groups hanging around library and park Panhandling Drug use in the
park area

6/13/2019 2:31 AM

173

Traffic at belt and Wellesley and Alberta and Wellesley . Lights need to be updated.

6/12/2019 4:54 PM

174

I don’t have any dislikes

6/12/2019 4:29 PM

175

Empty buildings

6/12/2019 3:53 PM

176

Homeless, crime

6/12/2019 2:53 PM

177

Crime, unkept

6/12/2019 1:51 PM

178

not my favorite stores or restaurants

6/12/2019 1:33 PM

179

Crossing Wellesley Avenue and traffic circulation from the shopping center.

6/12/2019 9:25 AM

180

car/pedestrian traffic can be confusing

6/12/2019 8:40 AM

181

exclusively single family zoning, bad bus stops on Wellsley, lack of sidewalks within shopping
center, no cross walk from the park to the shopping center, lack of seating in the park

6/12/2019 8:01 AM

182

Increased Crime / Break In's .

6/12/2019 3:58 AM

183

It is not inviting, there is a lack of trees

6/12/2019 3:50 AM

184

Panhandlers-bums Increase in crime WalMart Chain stores

6/12/2019 2:39 AM
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185

Sometimes I hear about crime happening in the Shadle Shopping Center parking lot. I wish we
had a few better restaurants. I'd go to the WalMart more if it was a Superstore and had more
grocery items.

6/12/2019 2:35 AM

186

Bums--panhandlers WalMart Traffic Lack of walking paths, small shops(used to have, but WalMart
kicked them out)Used to be more of a Perry St. Feel...

6/12/2019 12:45 AM

187

lack of code enforcement (example:noise ordinance/panhandling/illegal camping), unsafe
conditions at library/parking lots at Shadle center(loitering/garbage/drug use), high/fast traffic
levels (Alberta) and property crime/lack of police presence

6/11/2019 1:30 PM

188

Loitering outside the business or in the parking lots I get approached asking for money or don’t fee
l comfortable if someone just hanging out in the parking lots.

6/11/2019 7:18 AM

189

The parking being taken up by viewers of baseball games when trying to do my shopping. The
vagrants hanging out at the water tower risking the safety of our kids.

6/11/2019 7:10 AM

190

needs more/improved sidewalks. needs more designated bike lanes. bike lanes need to be kept
cleaner/free of rocks and debris. could use a sidewalk on the edge of shadle park near the library
at the edge of the park by the water tower and baseball field. better marked pedestrian crosswalks

6/11/2019 7:06 AM

191

Walmart Difficult to get out of the Safeway parking lot to head South on Alberta

6/11/2019 6:32 AM

192

The recent major increase of criminal elements, transients, and panhandlers.

6/11/2019 3:20 AM

193

Potholes in the roads. It can be difficult to get around on foot in the snow because sidewalks
become less accessible.

6/11/2019 2:27 AM

194

Round about, seems like more crime making it less walkable

6/11/2019 2:08 AM

195

Traffic can sometimes be a pain.

6/11/2019 1:48 AM

196

None like the current setup, park is a great place for sports, great place for children, truly a
community place

6/10/2019 11:57 PM

197

Vagrants/Panhandlers Crime in Shadle Park by library Homeless camping in park so that I can’t
let my kids play in the park

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

198

It seems to be getting busier (traffic) and more congested. The same problems affecting the rest of
the city are present here (homelessness, poverty, addiction, crime) and this stresses the ability of
the stores, library, etc., to fulfill their intended functions.

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

199

Police response to theft, car prowling, and property damage is null. Car theft is also an issue. I
think we need to figure out a way to increase police presents and shorten response time to crimes
in this neighborhood. There use to be a day that police would show up quickly in any crime. Since
when is not making an appearance by police ok for a crime? We are just letting the thieves know it
is ok to steal from the residents in this area and this is uncalled for.

6/10/2019 12:08 PM

200

Panhandlers, increased traffic, lack of handicapped accessability, abandon cars and yards in need
of clean up, too many loose cats and dogs

6/10/2019 12:04 PM

201

There is no sports bar or place to hang out and meet the neighbors. (Like the Garland area has.)

6/10/2019 11:58 AM

202

Potholes. The homeless & young people constantly gagging out around the library & shopping
center. The panhandlers. The loud announcer at belt & Wellesley (it goes even when there are no
pedestrians.

6/10/2019 11:42 AM

203

traffic congestion; speeding vehicles on the arterials

6/10/2019 9:45 AM

204

Shadle Park has deteriorated, transients, drug use, not clean Sidewalks in the Shadle area are in
terrible shape and are dangerous to use, have to walk in the street.

6/10/2019 9:30 AM

205

Taggers Campers in our parks or public areas Unclean bathrooms

6/10/2019 8:51 AM

206

Congestion, on Alberta in particular Unseemly people who hang out by the library & in the park feels unsafe

6/10/2019 8:02 AM

207

Transients, people speeding through residential areas.

6/10/2019 7:55 AM

208

Traffic on Wellesley moves too fast, making it unpleasant to walk there.

6/10/2019 7:32 AM

209

Shopping center lighting is bad.

6/10/2019 7:16 AM

210

The people holding signs, homeless that need housing, the stealing and breaking into.

6/10/2019 7:10 AM
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211

Homeless people in the park and crime

6/10/2019 7:09 AM

212

The timing of the traffic lights on Wellesley at Maple and Ash.

6/10/2019 5:01 AM

213

Increase in panhandling and homelessness in the park, areas are run down, unused space in the
old hastings

6/10/2019 4:27 AM

214

Traffic is very fast and heavy very little feel of a neighborhood in the Shadle Center region Feels
unsafe due to presence of vagrants in Shadle Center parking lot and in the area of the Library and
Aquatic Center

6/10/2019 3:41 AM

215

Homeless and drugs

6/10/2019 2:57 AM

216

It's not a nice area to walk or bike, there are drug users and criminals (most of them are the
homeless), so the park and parking lots aren't safe, especially at night. The parking lot at Shadle
Center can almost swallow a car in a few areas (massive potholes, mega puddles). Safeway is
way too expensive and Walmart isn't allowed to carry full groceries (so I drive to the Northside
Walmart, or Yokes if I'm in a bind). Not enough parking at the library/pool/park. There's enough for
the library and park, but not enough for the pool.

6/9/2019 2:54 PM

217

Panhandlers. Homeless. Dollar Store. Walmart.

6/9/2019 11:18 AM

218

Walmart shoppers, random homeless, road conditions

6/9/2019 2:15 AM

219

Would like a nicer sit down family restaurant Walmart Parking lot is dangerous trying to get thru
Park sometimes feels scary

6/8/2019 1:01 PM

220

Too much property crime, way too much traffic

6/8/2019 9:19 AM

221

Homeless invasion at the shopping center, homeless invasion at the library (won't enter the
building)

6/8/2019 5:15 AM

222

The homeless population explosion. Panhandling. traffic congestion road conditions safety
concerns - crime near Walmart.

6/8/2019 4:30 AM

223

pot holes in parking lot and driveways, need updated bus stops, with large shelter, both sides of
Wellesly, as there is a large number of people using that service.

6/8/2019 1:50 AM

224

Traffic/congestion getting in and out, belt needs repacked, it would be nice if cops nw was located
in a more visible spot of the center because of crime that occurs in the parking lot. I have had a
few occurrences in which I felt unsafe due to suspicious behavior occurring around me during
visits.

6/8/2019 1:47 AM

225

Transient people commonly seen in parks and by intersections Shadle Park is in desperate need
of repair Location of cross walks

6/8/2019 1:25 AM

226

Transients at Shadle park, overnight camping in park and parking lot at Shadle and library, cops
Nw doing nothing about this, crime, pan handlers at Shadle center

6/7/2019 11:38 PM

227

The roads arent maintained, too many homeless people hanging around

6/7/2019 6:09 PM

228

Traffic

6/7/2019 6:02 PM

229

Bad light timing

6/7/2019 5:56 PM

230

Trouble with gangs. No hardware store any more. Wal mart doesn't have much. Have to go to
RRidge or Ace which are farther away but still close. Also wish the wine/liquor store were still
there.

6/7/2019 2:09 PM

231

Lack of maintained sidewalks, bike paths (in area and connecting downtown) and crime around
Walmart.

6/7/2019 1:33 PM

232

Speeding cars, failure to stop at stop signs, lack of sidewalks in places and it’s not bike friendly

6/7/2019 11:21 AM

233

I'm not fond of Safeway. It's expensive and has very poor service. I will not patronize Walmart.
They are not an ethical company. Parking at the library is not adequate when the pool is open. I
miss Hastings.

6/7/2019 11:03 AM

234

Poor common area maintenance of Shadle Shopping Center (parking lot, landscaping) Shopping
carts all over and away from designated areas. People not local to area and riding public
transportation/driving into the area for shopping that make it seem less safe (main reason for not
going to the businesses more often)

6/7/2019 9:28 AM
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235

Crime is terrible Parking at pool/library difficult (too small of a lot) Crime. Worth saying twice.
Sidewalks non existent on some blocks in my area. Princeton, just east of Hawthorne) for instance.

6/7/2019 8:56 AM

236

Library sharing parking with the pool. In the summer it is near impossible to park within a
reasonable distance of the library!

6/7/2019 8:50 AM

237

Homeless hanging out at shadle park shadle center panhandling

6/7/2019 8:40 AM

238

Making a left turn onto Alberta from the Safeway parking lot can be challenging depending on the
time of day. Increased presence of vandalism at the Library.

6/7/2019 8:18 AM

239

Homeless foljs panhandling, people in the parking got like to dent my car with theirs. The parking g
lit is disorganized and difficult to maneuver

6/7/2019 8:07 AM

240

Homeless. They sleep in and mess up the restrooms. They also are sleeping in other areas. I walk
early am and the library parking lot has strange people Parked/living g in their cars.

6/7/2019 7:50 AM

241

Homeless people all over the place. Don't feel safe going to stores at Shadle Center or the park.
People live in their car next to my house and it takes 2 weeks of calling Crime check to come
check it out. Finally did and they had warrents and they were arrested. Things stolen around my
neighborhood all the time. IN BROAD DAYLIGHT! It's terrible and sad.

6/7/2019 7:14 AM

242

Lack of bike lanes

6/7/2019 7:10 AM

243

Increased crime

6/7/2019 7:02 AM

244

Park is overrun with homeless and drug activity, I’m always approached by beggars in the
Walmart parking lot, not enough variety of restaurants

6/7/2019 6:43 AM

245

Congested, traffic

6/7/2019 6:39 AM

246

not enough variety, isn't particularly attractive, would love to see tennis courts covered for sun/rain
protection (for players, of course, but to protect courts as well)

6/7/2019 4:37 AM

247

Turning left out of Shadle Center heading west on Wellesley is difficult. Also, turning left from
Safeway to go south on Alberta is impossible during rush hours. This is a first-world problem, I
realize. More importantly, the neighborhood feels significantly less safe than when I was growing
up and visiting my grandpa on Cannon Street. I bought a house in Shadle three years ago, on A
and Lacrosse. I've had packages stolen, people have entered my back yard, and there seems to
be a lot of small-time theft from what I see on Nextdoor.

6/7/2019 4:25 AM

248

The area is run down, lots of homeless and crime.

6/7/2019 4:22 AM

249

Bad traffic system.

6/7/2019 12:40 AM

250

Wal Mart Traffic Reckless drivers Shopping center

6/6/2019 11:33 PM

251

Criminal activity - it is becomming unsafe

6/6/2019 11:12 PM

252

Need more areas that promote walking.

6/6/2019 11:03 PM

253

crime has risen and LOTS of transients living in the park. The cop shop is across the street and
nuisances aren't being addressed!

6/6/2019 3:11 PM

254

I don't always enjoy the transient community that hangs out around the park and shopping area.
The busyness of traffic around Wellesley. Or neighbors that have annoying dogs that bark
continuously.

6/6/2019 3:07 PM

255

Due to traffic and shrubs, it is hard to see clearly to get out of the library parking lot. due to narrow
roads, it is hard to drive around the high school when buses are there.

6/6/2019 12:10 PM

256

It has a very strip mall feel and less of a neighborhood/community feel. It lacks nice community
commercial areas that south hill, garland, hillyard, etc. have.

6/6/2019 11:01 AM

257

I live across from shadle park high school and the hustle and bustle of the school kids is distracting

6/6/2019 10:53 AM

258

Safety Living in cars

6/6/2019 10:29 AM

259

Traffic congestion getting out of shadle shopping center into Belt street. Seems to be crime
associated with certain clientele of Walmart. Really bad ruts exiting/entering shadle center at the
driveway by the cop shop at Belt. Pedestrians crossing belt near the water tower with no
crosswalk.

6/6/2019 10:13 AM

260

Traffic flow, not pedestrian friendly, not good evening lighting

6/6/2019 10:07 AM
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261

Many homeless people Walmart

6/6/2019 9:40 AM

262

Homeless people panhandling on the corners

6/6/2019 9:36 AM

263

Kind of ugly, lots of homeless or strange people around making you not want to visit there

6/6/2019 9:16 AM

264

The homeless people, panhandlers

6/6/2019 8:28 AM

265

Walmart and the people hanging in the parking lot, lack of much police presence.

6/6/2019 8:15 AM

266

Homes and yards starting to look run down.

6/6/2019 8:03 AM

267

I cannot take the bus there from E Street. I wish there were more "artsy" shops like a privately
owned fabric store, high class restaurant, knit shop, privately owned book store, etc.

6/6/2019 7:45 AM

268

don't go to Safeway after dark, have been approached by strangers at night multiple times

6/6/2019 7:39 AM

269

Fences

6/6/2019 7:16 AM

270

Homeless people, traffic

6/6/2019 7:07 AM

271

Traffic. Lack of crossings for pedestrians on maple and ash. No bike amenities. Bad sidewalks

6/6/2019 7:05 AM

272

Poor access

6/6/2019 5:52 AM

273

Overlap of kids at play and other people hanging out at park

6/6/2019 5:51 AM

274

Crime seems to be increasing in the area.

6/6/2019 5:45 AM

275

N/A

6/6/2019 5:39 AM

276

Alberta by the shopping center becomes very bumper to bumper in the afternoons. Could be
picking up kids from all the schools around

6/6/2019 5:22 AM

277

Criminal activity, frequent presence of homeless/street people, many homes that are rentals
without owners living in them

6/6/2019 5:08 AM

278

Rush hour traffic

6/6/2019 5:07 AM

279

Access to parking lot of shopping center when traveling east (Safeway and Walmart) Speeding
traffic

6/6/2019 5:04 AM

280

I don't feel safe. I used to walk my dog in the park years ago, but stopped because of the trash and
the crime. The trash kept us only on the paved path, which only goes to the play area. It is short
and makes it not just boring to loop more than twice, but makes an adult rather creepy hanging
around the children's play area with no children. I can't use the Rite Aid drive through since the
panhandlers can hear my personal information that I have to give when picking up my prescription.

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

281

Walmart Shootings at Walmart Traffic Speeds on Wellesley Sparse Bike infrastructure

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

282

Walmart

6/6/2019 4:30 AM

283

The amount of drug deals openly taking place in the Shadle Shopping center parking lots and the
Shadle Pool and Library parking lot.

6/6/2019 4:24 AM

284

The four lanes of traffic. I would rather see a wider sidewalk and bike path. Getting in and out of
the library is a nightmare.

6/6/2019 4:20 AM

285

The main arterial for accessing Shadle is Maple/Ash which is an eyesore

6/6/2019 4:06 AM

286

the group of homeless people, specifically them being disrespectful of properties/businesses in the
area. i.e. peeing on the building

6/6/2019 3:46 AM

287

traffic around Shadle Center

6/6/2019 3:41 AM

288

Homelessness in park and library, drug activity in the park and parking lots of the businesses

6/6/2019 3:13 AM

289

Crowded Walmart parking Poor Wellesley crossing Needs better restaurants

6/6/2019 3:02 AM

290

Not pedestrian friendly, no obvious local restaurants/small businesses

6/6/2019 2:26 AM

291

too many druggies and homeless just hanging around. Lack of sufficient sidewalks for residents
and school children

6/6/2019 12:17 AM
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292

The center itself isn't much to look at - needs a facelift. Not very pedestrian/bike friendly - drivers
aren't yielding to foot/bike traffic. No shelters while waiting for the bus - especially from the sun and
rain. It's very VERY car centric - doesn't seem inviting and make me want to spend more time
there. No easy access between different amenities - park and library not easy to reach from
Walmart - even St.Charles isn't easy to get to from the shopping center. Also, after dark it get's
weird and sometimes feels very unsafe. The violent and pushy homeless people need to be dealt
with. The one or two homeless that aren't causing problems are no big deal but the meth addicts
and dealers need to GTFO.

6/5/2019 11:29 AM

293

Crime. Lack of police response (due to under staffing). Lack of outreach for problem issues such
as homeless population. Drugs and overall safety. Lack of lighting in the park (Water Tower not
having lights on).

6/5/2019 11:13 AM

294

Drug use and security around Shadle Park, homeless issues and homeless youth.

6/5/2019 7:15 AM

295

Lack of restaurants

6/5/2019 6:36 AM

296

Lack of safe walkways in and around the area. The shopping center could be so much safer and
more inviting to walkers if it had safe walk ways. Challenging access -- only by arterials.

6/5/2019 6:35 AM

297

Traffic gets congested when trying to get out of the Shadle shopping center.

6/5/2019 6:31 AM

298

Need more and better restaurants; need safer exits across busy streets; need more and safer
pedestrian crosswalks;

6/5/2019 6:03 AM

299

Walmart parking lot has too many sketchy people. It almost makes me nervous going there.
Shadle Park can be pretty sketchy at time too and inside Walmart, Methlehem.

6/5/2019 1:32 AM

300

Bad traffic light timing Little enforcement of speed & traffic controls Poorly maintained areas in
winter

6/4/2019 12:46 PM

301

People driving down Cleveland and a few other high traffic residential streets too fast especially
during hours that kids are out playing. Also they’re not slowing down for the uncontrolled
intersections it’s a big problem here I’m just praying that when two of the cars/trucks collide my
children are not hurt while playing. It is only a matter of time till an accident happens...

6/4/2019 12:23 PM

302

Being approached for money as soon as I get out of my car

6/4/2019 12:13 PM

303

Shadle park is very dirt. The homeless population in the park and around the area does not make
me feel safe to go there with my children. I also do not feel safe shopping at the shadle stores.
They seemed to have a lot of crime, etc...

6/4/2019 12:06 PM

304

Lots of homeless and juvenile delinquents causing trouble and leaving messes

6/4/2019 5:17 AM

305

Lack of locally owned shops, restaurants that are not fast food oriented, poor access by foot or
bicycle, congestion at Alberta and Wellesley,

6/4/2019 3:31 AM

306

Walmart

6/4/2019 1:41 AM

307

Transients& meth addicts at McDonald's, and the library bathroom is always disgusting, homeless
urinating outside Safeway in the early morning, the parking entrance nearest the gas station to
Walmart is chaotic uncontrolled and pretty dangerous to cross into the garden center.

6/4/2019 1:24 AM

308

Shadle Park is run down and there are often questionable people hanging out there.

6/4/2019 1:10 AM

309

seems to be going downhill

6/4/2019 12:23 AM

310

Condition of neighborhood streets & shopping parking lots

6/3/2019 11:57 PM

311

traffic, begging , road conditions, no street lights and unprotected intersections

6/3/2019 11:27 PM

312

Graffiti, beggars, traffic.

6/3/2019 8:53 PM

313

High crime, homeless people, panhandlers

6/3/2019 8:00 PM

314

Library parking lot with homeless and drug sellers, turnover of shops, fast food.

6/3/2019 3:21 PM

315

The GIGANTIC parking lot with lots of traffic and little traffic control. (McDonalds, Rite Aid,
Walmart, Safeway, Chevron and everything in between) It’s dangerous.

6/3/2019 3:21 PM

316

Walmart, lack of small local business, public safety in the park, traffic

6/3/2019 3:08 PM

317

The parking lot kinda sucks. In order to not Drive literally in the parking area it’s a lot of turning and
awkward “intersections” - Hard to distinguish which direction people are going

6/3/2019 2:27 PM
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318

The actual park is too dark at night (it needs more lighting to deter unsavory characters); driving
around the park on Belt is terrible, for drivers and pedestrians alike

6/3/2019 2:06 PM

319

Homeless camps at shadle park Drug users in the Walmart parking lot

6/3/2019 1:39 PM

320

??

6/3/2019 1:38 PM

321

Lack of sidewalk on east side of belt between Longfellow and Wellesley. Lack of flashing crossing
light on belt. The garbage in the park.

6/3/2019 1:36 PM

322

Crime, panhandlers

6/3/2019 1:32 PM

323

Congregation of panhandlers and drug users at shadle center/sometimes shadle park. Area/park
could be updated.

6/3/2019 1:26 PM

324

Walmart, crime, homeless, streets need repair, different retail option I understand Walmart has to
approve any business going in Shadle

6/3/2019 1:26 PM

325

property crime, vehicle theft, renters don't take care of their property...

6/3/2019 1:20 PM

326

Crime levels

6/3/2019 1:10 PM

327

Homelessness in the shopping area and at the library

6/3/2019 1:00 PM

328

1) Turning left from Shadle Center parking lot onto Alberta to go home. Sometimes I take a longer
route because it is too difficult to turn left. 2) Lack of good restaurants to entertain guests or
friends. Too focused on fast food chains. I always go outside the neighborhood for socializing. 3)
increase in homeless people camping outside in the park or alleys 4) no retail alternatives to
Walmart. Would prefer TJ maxx, Homegoods, Ace Hardware, etc. I drive outside the neighborhood
for shopping. 5) Too much concrete. Needs more trees and landscaping

6/3/2019 12:59 PM

329

Too many thieves.

6/3/2019 12:52 PM

330

N/A

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

331

Crime

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

332

The crowds Walmart brought, the increased crime, the excelsior kids who hang out at the park,
constant panhandling at the corner where rite aid and McDonald’s are, the loss of the old Shadle
Center.

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

333

Drug problem

6/3/2019 12:47 PM

334

- High crime rate in the area - Property crime on the rise in the area - Walmart - People camping
out in their cars in the parking lot of the Shadle library - Lots of vagrants in the area - Teenagers
always causing trouble

6/3/2019 10:42 AM

335

Traffic during school times.

6/3/2019 9:48 AM

336

traffic congestion, finding a place to park at the library during the pool season

6/3/2019 6:28 AM

337

I really don't like how unwalkable the neighborhood is- there are hardly any safe sidewalks and the
bus stops on busy streets are pretty dangerous. It makes me feel like the area was not designed
for my use, but rather for speedy travel through by cars, which is quite a shame.

6/3/2019 3:43 AM

338

- Traffic along Wellesley: sidewalks are too narrow and exposed to high-speed traffic - Intersection
at Belt & Wellesley is not friendly to walkers or public transit users (too narrow; pedestrian light is
very fast) - Shadle Center is too oriented towards vehicle use... it really is a terrible layout for
invigorating any sort of community feel. Try walking around that parking lot and see if you want to
hang out for a while.

6/3/2019 2:38 AM

339

I don't like the car-focus of the area, and the "big box" stores.

5/30/2019 9:16 AM

340

No marmot lane, Clarice has to share with bipeds and bikes

5/30/2019 7:37 AM
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Q9 What opportunities do you see for improvement of the overall
character of the area?
Answered: 305

Skipped: 68

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Art. Include some more art - maybe interactive ... the park is certainly old. There's room to really
make it something special. A destination. It's CALLED Shadle PARK ... but the park leaves a lot for
the imagination.

8/20/2019 12:03 PM

2

Crack down on crime Promote family friendly activities in the park

8/20/2019 11:11 AM

3

Closing Walmart

8/20/2019 9:14 AM

4

More local businesses! Sit down restaurants.

8/20/2019 6:13 AM

5

More opportunities for neighborhood events.

8/20/2019 4:34 AM

6

Walkability and biking infrastructure.

8/20/2019 4:20 AM

7

Cleaner streets and stop signs

8/20/2019 4:06 AM

8

Creating/shaping a neighborhood identity is really important. Putting in the infrastructure to attract
other modes of transit, accessibility of the neighborhood, etc., are integral in improving the
character of Shadle

8/20/2019 3:32 AM

9

I like what they did with monroe st. Adding adorable street lights and side walk out crops to slow
people down.

8/20/2019 2:34 AM

10

I would love to see more small businesses instead of big corps like wal mart

8/20/2019 1:55 AM

11

Aesthetic overhaul (like has been done with Perry.) Opportunity for more small shops .

8/20/2019 1:46 AM

12

Local restaurants, farmers market, beer and win bar

8/20/2019 12:08 AM

13

Definitely redesign the streets for more pedestrian friendly areas, also find a way to make it less
sketchy in general, maybe better lighting? More walkways through the shopping center too.

8/19/2019 8:23 PM

14

It would be amazing to do something like discovery park in the valley. Or community events where
locals showcase their talents. Sidewalks need help lots of areas with broken or non existent
sidewalks

8/19/2019 5:06 PM

15

Saftey at the park,more park patrols, enforcement of no loitering and panhandling

8/19/2019 5:04 PM

16

Bring in nicer stores and restaurants,

8/19/2019 3:58 PM

17

Bigger side walks, bus landings so people can be safely out of traffic, traffic mitigation and
slowing. Easier to understand how to navigate the area. Bike paths

8/19/2019 3:24 PM

18

Get rid of Wal-Mart, crime went up when it came in.

8/19/2019 2:30 PM

19

More park activities

8/19/2019 2:18 PM

20

Street

8/19/2019 2:16 PM

21

North/south freeway to alleviate traffic in arterials

8/19/2019 2:10 PM

22

Less traffic to walmart

8/19/2019 1:04 PM

23

The pubic can learn the history of the neighborhood.

8/19/2019 12:18 PM

24

It would be a nicer place to spend more time. Right now I go there with a specific task in mind and
head elsewhere for someplace pretty to linger.

8/19/2019 12:09 PM

25

More business

8/19/2019 12:06 PM

26

I like the library expansion. The current one is too small.

8/19/2019 11:51 AM

27

Safety and security. Wastewater plant management.

8/19/2019 10:55 AM
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28

Adding shopping and restaurants

8/19/2019 10:42 AM

29

Pedestrian access, landscaping and a community identity. It’s really just a highs school and a strip
mall.

8/19/2019 10:38 AM

30

I want to feel safe and secure when walking from store to store

8/16/2019 1:36 AM

31

Get a tenant for the place Hastings used to occupy and possibly add second story to building All
weather/covered/enclosed/ maybe even attractive bus shelters on Wellesley, Maple, Ash Monitor
use of park activities to see what areas are under utilized and add paved walking paths, horsehoe,
covered picnic, etc,more like Franklin park on Division Add smaller, specialized or local
art/craft/food/used items stores in empty spaces at Shadle Center Please don't put in traffic circles

8/14/2019 4:49 AM

32

I feel like most areas are well cared for, however more and more you see shopping carts left on
the roads from Safeway/ Walmart. I also feel like safety for kids at Glover middle school is over
looked. There is not a speed limit reduction on Alberta, and many times the kids are not given
right of way when. Trying to cross Alberta on Longfellow. A crossing light would be extremely
beneficial for the safety of the kids and also a speed limit reduction. More security in the Walmart/
rite aid and Safeway parking lots.

8/11/2019 3:24 PM

33

Better eyes on the park to keep it safe, help to cut down on drug activity and camping occurring.

8/9/2019 7:33 AM

34

Creating a more inviting place to be; nicer environmental design; easier access from the
neighborhood.

8/9/2019 6:03 AM

35

Puerto Rican restaurants

8/9/2019 5:08 AM

36

i like the ideas about calming the traffic.

8/9/2019 3:48 AM

37

Traffic safety is important. I don’t think we should reduce the lanes but add another pedestrian
friendly crosswalk or two.

8/8/2019 1:07 PM

38

There doesn’t seem to be a distinct character so anything helps.

8/8/2019 10:41 AM

39

Center needs clearer traffic lanes, with clearer right of way priorities; also needs safer walkthrough zones Center has no distinctive character, except blase' strip mall Would like to see
services provided that help homeless people so they're not just hanging out in the library and
panhandling at the shopping center Parking at library is difficult during pool season; pool attendees
do not respect designated library spaces

8/8/2019 10:23 AM

40

Housing appearance, code enforcement, parking lot paving

8/8/2019 7:01 AM

41

Increased green spaces, planting shade trees and/or community gardens in any underused sites
(e.g. sites which currently house vacant buildings.)

8/8/2019 6:00 AM

42

more park events

8/8/2019 1:08 AM

43

Make the park a safe place that families who live close would actually like to use.

8/7/2019 7:07 AM

44

Improving security in the park and area

8/6/2019 5:11 PM

45

More families to get involved. Neighborhood feel

8/6/2019 2:56 PM

46

Maintenance of parking lot

8/4/2019 8:32 PM

47

Increased safety for all.

8/4/2019 1:48 PM

48

Seems fairly built out to me already

8/4/2019 5:43 AM

49

Not really sure

8/1/2019 11:19 AM

50

A space to hold small dog shows.

8/1/2019 8:09 AM

51

Need more pedestrian and bike friendly routes/roads/sidewalks to encourage more people to use
these as alternative means of transportation rather than driving cars.

8/1/2019 7:55 AM

52

Update park equipment and city buildings Cleanliness Better lighting Better traffic flow Safety

8/1/2019 5:56 AM
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53

It’s imperative to the future of our neighborhood that action be taken to clean up Shadle Center. It
has become a dirty, scrongy eye sore to the area. It was once home to such a nice variety of
shops and restaurants. The beggars need to be removed and the laws against vagrancy enforced.
The park and library are facing the same situation. 90% of the Shadle’s character are those
specific spots. We can put more crosswalks, plant more flowers, put in bike paths, etc, but these
things don’t change the big issue of safety and security we have with the
homeless/beggar/druggies. No neighborhood plan will be successful if this isn’t addressed first.
Imperative, absolutely imperative.

7/30/2019 1:44 PM

54

Street repair and maintenance

7/25/2019 12:26 PM

55

Remove the bums. Actually, remove them from the entire city . Bus them to somewhere in the
channeled scablands and leave them there.

7/25/2019 6:27 AM

56

Improved sidewalk landscaping and design.

7/24/2019 4:46 AM

57

I like the idea of separating the sidewalk from the very busy streets, especially with the park &
schools in the area. I think a centralized parking area near the shopping area would be of use and
build out more businesses toward the streets.

7/23/2019 9:54 AM

58

na

7/22/2019 7:54 AM

59

Safety Crime

7/20/2019 4:02 AM

60

Creating more sidewalks in neighborhoods so people don't have to walk in the street. Also, easier
neighborhood access to trails behind Joe Albi and Riverside State Park.

7/19/2019 5:40 PM

61

Vacant retail / store space. Expand mixed use development.

7/19/2019 3:14 PM

62

Fix streets & sidewalks. Provide bus stop stations.

7/19/2019 1:25 PM

63

better library parking in summer Easier to cross Belt as pedestrian

7/19/2019 9:42 AM

64

More security around parking lots and in the pool and library area.

7/19/2019 9:18 AM

65

Our neighborhood has a desperate need for more pedestrian walkways along main streets.

7/19/2019 3:38 AM

66

More community events, a farmer's market.

7/18/2019 11:59 PM

67

More trees/growth for beauty.

7/18/2019 11:54 PM

68

More community gatherings like neighborhood nights so people can meet others in the community

7/18/2019 3:44 PM

69

Better walkability, more shopping/restaurant options

7/18/2019 3:29 PM

70

Improved landscaping/weed control along streets and sidewalks. More family friendly/safe areas to
take kids.

7/18/2019 2:39 PM

71

Some better landscaping. Sidewalks going up Alberta would make walking there possible.

7/18/2019 1:52 PM

72

An increase in attention paid to the traffic congestion would help

7/18/2019 11:28 AM

73

Code Enforcement.

7/18/2019 10:25 AM

74

Safety and security issues. We have fairly frequent car break in the neighborhood.

7/18/2019 9:50 AM

75

Security

7/18/2019 7:34 AM

76

Higher end restaurant

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

77

A facelift of the design may bring some pride. When I think of the Shadle area, I think of parking
lots.

7/18/2019 7:00 AM

78

We are desperately in need of daily police presence to deter the out of control property crime issue
in the neighborhood, for both Shadle and Downriver/Audubon

7/18/2019 5:32 AM

79

Can't think of any

7/18/2019 5:08 AM

80

We need more police presence

7/18/2019 4:56 AM

81

Fewer thrift stores Increased monitoring of property crime More desirable restaurants and
businesses

7/18/2019 2:47 AM

82

Sidewalks and curbing are crumbling. City needs to seal the cracks between the curb and asphalt
of every street. I am amazed that people do not care about the weeds growing at their curbside
that get 3' tall.

7/18/2019 2:40 AM
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83

Safety

7/18/2019 2:34 AM

84

Higher security and crime enforcement, remove the loiterers who aren't using services but just
harassing citizens, general clean up and sprucing up of the businesses there.

7/18/2019 2:19 AM

85

We need higher density living such as apartments and condos to support added amenities and
new businesses.

7/18/2019 2:11 AM

86

Could use a facelift.

7/18/2019 1:47 AM

87

Improved landscape

7/18/2019 1:42 AM

88

Adding a pub

7/18/2019 1:40 AM

89

Fixing the roads would be a major improvement,

7/18/2019 1:28 AM

90

The Shadle shopping center/library area seems to be over run with transients. I think safety and
patrol needs to be improved a Upon as crime seems to have increased In the past year

7/18/2019 1:26 AM

91

We need more parking for the park..we need more policing do that the unsafe people are
discouraged from hanging out and loitering and making families feel unwelcome

7/17/2019 4:57 PM

92

Splash pads at small neighborhood parks to attract kids without access to public pools

7/17/2019 12:42 PM

93

Farmers market

7/17/2019 11:04 AM

94

Increased security for a family friendly area and for the Playground park area to be improved

7/17/2019 10:21 AM

95

Improve the play area Crack down in illegal activity (which keeps families away)

7/17/2019 9:49 AM

96

Clean up of grounds and shopping area. Improved bus stop on corner by McDonalds.

7/17/2019 9:41 AM

97

Empty houses

7/17/2019 9:39 AM

98

No more roundabouts, please

7/17/2019 7:58 AM

99

More flowers n nice greenery in the area!

7/17/2019 6:47 AM

100

More community involvement

7/17/2019 6:40 AM

101

Clean up the area, discourage panhandling and parking lot solicitations. Have more visible
security

7/17/2019 1:45 AM

102

Get the drugged out people out of the park

7/17/2019 1:01 AM

103

More defined and landscaped walking paths in Shadle park but also figure out how to decrease
littering and loitering.

7/16/2019 2:18 PM

104

Get rid of the peddlers

7/16/2019 1:44 PM

105

more pedestrian and biker (Bike lanes) friendly, more roundabouts and sidewalk improvements
with drought tolerant plants and lamp posts

7/16/2019 1:04 PM

106

Less panhandling and car prowling in the business parking lots would be nice.

7/16/2019 9:11 AM

107

parking would be number one

7/16/2019 6:05 AM

108

Cash money.

7/15/2019 9:00 AM

109

Maybe having more police or security patrols to keep the illegal activities to a minimum

7/14/2019 10:02 PM

110

connecting to other areas

7/13/2019 12:11 AM

111

More inviting, human-oriented streetscape along Wellesley. Introduce true mixed-use development
or redevelopment.

7/11/2019 2:40 PM

112

Safer

7/11/2019 2:11 PM

113

Better parking, it is becoming congested.

7/11/2019 8:19 AM

114

Activities that bring neighbors together. Areas available for those activities. More visible police
presence. Keep addicts out of the area by providing rehab centers. No, we do not have enough.

7/11/2019 7:31 AM

115

Doing something with the “Hastings” building.

7/11/2019 7:05 AM

116

Cosmetic, clean it up, add greenery, address security and panhandling,

7/11/2019 7:01 AM
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117

Increased visibility of police. The cop shop being where it is hides them from prowlers in the
parking lots

7/11/2019 6:47 AM

118

More family events. Maybe a volley ball net and something to be able to do in the winter time for
the kids.

7/11/2019 6:41 AM

119

Just fix the damn potholes without changing things. That's all anyone wants.

7/11/2019 6:40 AM

120

Overall improvement in the neighborhoods

7/10/2019 11:43 PM

121

The old shade shopping center was walkable. garland, perry, and Kendall yards are walkable and
all of those areas are highly desirable areas of town. walkable = bikeable, family friendly, human
scaled and welcoming, I.e. overall enjoyable and desirable and this will attract more diverse stores
and up the positive energy of the area

7/10/2019 2:08 PM

122

Maybe small green spaces in Shadle Center Enlarged library will allow for more activities and
programs for the community to include a vast variety of experiences, ie. job skills, homemaking
skills, entertainment, etc.

7/10/2019 5:04 AM

123

Get rid of Walmart and bring in businesses that attract higher income customers

7/9/2019 2:28 PM

124

LOVE TO SEE IT AS A SAFE PLACE FOR FAMILIES TO MEET, EAT AND PLAY

7/3/2019 9:14 AM

125

Encouraging a better mix of neighborhood serving businesses, including restaurant, retail,
independents as opposed to big box or chain types. Right sizing streets and recapturing safe and
attractive active transportation infrastructure. A community center in addition to the Library and
church options.

6/28/2019 2:04 AM

126

The park could be a great asset but often seems dangerous and poorly policed. The public library
also has become a homeless shelter-they are understaffed and under-resourced for this role.

6/26/2019 11:51 AM

127

Hopefully More Community activities in the future.

6/24/2019 10:42 AM

128

Creating a more charming atmosphere through independent businesses and design/planning.
Increasing pedestrian access.

6/24/2019 3:08 AM

129

More local businesses

6/23/2019 11:33 AM

130

Encourage a business to go into the old Hastings

6/22/2019 8:26 AM

131

Better security both day and night, and a good clean-up of garbage, graffiti, and dilapidation, would
greatly improve the area.

6/22/2019 7:24 AM

132

Frisbee golf Redesign around shopping center

6/21/2019 11:02 PM

133

Community garden would be great.

6/21/2019 5:39 AM

134

Improving multi modal access

6/21/2019 3:53 AM

135

Traffic calming

6/21/2019 2:20 AM

136

I see more lighting in the park, better lights at the intersections for pedestrian safety and more
things for people to do around the shadle area. More access to bigger parks, walking paths and
more business opportunities in the area.

6/20/2019 1:16 AM

137

1. More sidewalks, 2. More trees, 3. Bike lanes, 4. More locally owned businesses instead of
chain/franchise businesses, 5. More community events at Audubon or Shadle Parks (Farmer
Markets, festivals, symphony concert, pow wows, etc)

6/19/2019 12:53 PM

138

Traffic calming in the area would be fantastic. I hate that I cant walk to the grocery store without
feeling like I am going to get hit by a car. Would be so mice if I could go for a run or walk without
having to drive to the centennial trail. Bike lanes would be helpful.

6/19/2019 8:22 AM

139

Update/improve play equipment for kids at Shadle Park, make it more welcoming for families, plant
more trees there to provide Shadle, which would make attending concerts there more enjoyable

6/19/2019 8:17 AM

140

making more livable, cleaning it up, connecting different neighborhoods

6/18/2019 2:42 PM

141

encourage businesses and homeowners to maintain area. Bring in additional small businesses for
niche markets.

6/18/2019 12:16 AM

142

The sidewalks in many of the neighbourhoods are in dire need of repair, and homeowners often
cannot afford the costs of replacement.

6/17/2019 3:10 PM
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143

Repaving of the Shadle shopping center. Not patch work that needs redone every year. Better
lighting , esthetics.

6/16/2019 9:17 AM

144

Improve sidewalks, landscape (drought tolerant-native), less pavement more plants trees-irrigation

6/15/2019 3:26 PM

145

With the empty Hastings building we could put something in that is similar to the south hills Rocket
Bakery or The Elk in Browne's Addition. It should be somewhere where families can go to hear
free live music and support a local business.

6/15/2019 9:47 AM

146

Just needs a face lift in general. But the most important thing is to get a handle on the homeless
situation. I do not appreciate being approached when I'm parking or inside the stores (I've been
approached both in Safeway and Walmart).

6/14/2019 8:05 AM

147

Needs a neighborhood center where people buy in and are proud

6/14/2019 2:39 AM

148

Rethink Shadle Park, particularly the playground. Could we create something like Discovery Park
in the valley?

6/14/2019 2:06 AM

149

If the neighborhood go'es crime increases and the enjoyment of living there is destroyed.

6/14/2019 1:12 AM

150

a better mix of shopping would be nice. also, improved walking and biking opportunities

6/13/2019 5:13 AM

151

Improve landscape on Wellesley between ash and Alberta. Area currently has industrial feel.
There is a high volume of transit use in both directions on the corner of Wellesley and Belt. There
is no bench’s and garbage cans so people sit on sidewalks and curbs and litter the area. Shopping
carts sometimes end up in the street. Ryder’s sometimes run across traffic to catch their bus
causing safety issues. If there was a small transit area on the north end of the shopping center for
these riders to sit, park there carts and garbage cans. It would be a convenience for the riders, and
improve pedestrian safety and improve the flow of traffic. Remove the homeless and panhandles
from the area.

6/13/2019 2:31 AM

152

Do NOT do a Monroe st project. This is not ok, and will hurt our city more. I can just see where
this is going.....

6/12/2019 4:54 PM

153

Refresh the neighborhood overall; review safety

6/12/2019 4:29 PM

154

Could be more mixed use spaces and small shops

6/12/2019 3:53 PM

155

Safety/security

6/12/2019 2:53 PM

156

Water park

6/12/2019 1:51 PM

157

a business moving into the old Hastings building. traffic calming in the parking lot. Better
pedestrian access to the library.

6/12/2019 1:33 PM

158

Improving bikeablity and walkability of the area and a wider mix of uses in Shadle Center

6/12/2019 9:25 AM

159

I see opportunities for traffic calming improvements -more sidewalks to enter area - bike lanes -

6/12/2019 8:40 AM

160

Increasing housing and pedestrian access will lead to improved perceptions of safety!

6/12/2019 8:01 AM

161

not sure

6/12/2019 3:58 AM

162

Add more of a mix of upscale shops Keep the parklike feel and do not add tall apartments More
family friendly feel Safer for students to hang out after school. City needs to redirect more of.the
traffic out of neighborhoods. Don't dump low income apartment buildings into neighborhood. Use
empty buildings and unused lots on N. Division for that. Plenty of space for that on N. Division.
Keep family feel and low profile housing to keep landscape.view more pleasing. Picture on website
shows view of pool with park in background. Let's not add a row of apartment buildings as a new
backdrop to that picture.

6/12/2019 2:39 AM

163

More restaurants with outdoor seating.

6/12/2019 2:35 AM
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164

Besides getting rid of the panhandlers... We need to go back to a more family friendly feel where
we had more mom and pop shops, small retailers, and we do not want an ultra urban field with
large apartment buildings with parking lots with cars which will add to traffic and detract from the
beauty of the park. No one want to look at a nice park and see large structures there... Encourage
more families to live there and fix up the small affordable 1940's-1960's homes there... Similar to
what happened to the Perry District which used to be an eyesore... Shadle is only about 10
minutes or less from downtown and close to schools, etc... This would be a plus to up and coming
families... If apartments are needed they need to be placed along Division where there are
numerous empty retail stores with no tenants. Not plunking an apartment building next to a park.
Let alone a low income housing one. Seniors in apartment buildings become more isolated and
separated from neighborhoods and with no rent control would be priced out in time. Staying in
their homes is the most affordable option with some modifications to their homes to make it
handicap friendly. Fixing the traffic infistructure and adding couplets to divert traffic to freeways and
help commuters get to their work destinations instead of navigating through neighborhoods which
ruins the neighborhood safety an inhibits access...

6/12/2019 12:45 AM

165

Quicker police response and enforcement of ordinances for the overall safety and enjoyment of the
homeowners in the area. Safety--removing loitering and illegal camping/panhandling/drug use in
the area. Preserve parks/trees-avoiding abnoxious lighting/signage to improve the quietness and
charming character of the tree lined/natural area.

6/11/2019 1:30 PM

166

Just to make it look cleaner and more inviting in some areas. Walmart security in parking was a
good step.

6/11/2019 7:18 AM

167

I like the area, don't screw it up by adding a bunch of bike lanes, pedestrian bridges, or other
money-wasting shenanigans. Two things that could be better: (1) When going to the park by the
water tower the parking is quite a walk from the playground, making it inconvenient for a single
parent to take three young children to the park alone. For example, when one child leaves their
cup in the car it requires considerable effort to gather all three to trek back to the car. Leaving the
them alone is not an option as it is a long distance and line of sight is not great because of the
pool. Second, the bathrooms at that park do not feel safe as there are sometimes middle-aged
gentlemen sleeping by them.

6/11/2019 7:12 AM

168

think the parking lot needs major improvements by McDonalds. There has been a huge hole for a
few years now that gets covered with plastic. People drive through fast and cut around with the
part of the driveway by the gas station and don't watch for those that have the right away.

6/11/2019 7:10 AM

169

excited about the library remodel. the area could use more places for small children to play and
explore indoors during the winter. maybe an opportunity for a community center to have hours in a
gym available to families for indoor play purposes in the winter, like other cities have at their
community centers.

6/11/2019 7:06 AM

170

Farmers market Non fast food restaurants

6/11/2019 6:32 AM

171

An increased police presence near the Shadle library.

6/11/2019 3:20 AM

172

Improved road design. Improved accessibility for those using various modes of transportation.

6/11/2019 2:27 AM

173

Love the area and don’t really want to see a bunch of changes. We need to keep our streets in
good repair and keep it safe.

6/11/2019 2:08 AM

174

A good sit down restaurant would be nice. Improvements on ingress and egress from the shopping
center.

6/11/2019 1:48 AM

175

None, it is great the way it is. Spokane continues to waste money on a area that does not need it.
Definitely a political move, sure that someone has a personal gain.

6/10/2019 11:57 PM

176

Police continue to patrol the area and enforce laws so people aren’t living in the park & committing
crimes. The neighbors should feel safe, kids should be able to play safely on the playgrounds &
fields without drug addicts lurking. The playground has gotten run-down.

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

177

Green infrastructure: trees for shade and storm water interception, storm gardens for runoff from
the enormous parking areas

6/10/2019 1:05 PM

178

Police presents, reduction in crime, theft, prowlers. Notification to residents that don't take care of
their property area. Calm traffic on Wellesley in the area and especially during commute times
when vehicles are know to take short cuts down residential streets at high rates of speed. Very
dangerous on our street.

6/10/2019 12:08 PM

179

Local art walls and sculptures, handicapped park for special needs,

6/10/2019 12:04 PM
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180

Get rid of loitering & litter.

6/10/2019 11:42 AM

181

The area could be much more pedestrian friendly and the arterials could be calmed and converted
to tree-lined boulevards with wide sidewalks and bike lanes.

6/10/2019 9:45 AM

182

Repair/replace the sidewalks. Traffic light at "A" and Francis to relieve northbound traffic on
Alberta Street. Clean up the alleys, enforce existing codes on weeds & trash.

6/10/2019 9:30 AM

183

?

6/10/2019 8:51 AM

184

Updating the looks

6/10/2019 8:02 AM

185

Increasing walk-ability, adding bike lanes, encouraging new businesses to open in the area.

6/10/2019 7:55 AM

186

Traffic calming, more restaurants would be nice.

6/10/2019 7:32 AM

187

More covered picnic areas at the park would be nice.

6/10/2019 7:16 AM

188

Opportunity for growth, different park plagroud equipment would be nice, a safer environment, a
community where families can come together and youth have the opportunity to learn.

6/10/2019 7:10 AM

189

We need a greater police presence

6/10/2019 7:09 AM

190

Beautify the main areas, increase safety and security, increase community events / outreach

6/10/2019 4:27 AM

191

Turn Belt into a pedestrian zone with restricted traffic

6/10/2019 3:41 AM

192

Safety!

6/10/2019 2:57 AM

193

Do something about the homeless drug addicts that make the area unsafe for families. Maintain
the Shadle Center parking lot. Allow Walmart to carry groceries (you have starter level houses in
the neighborhood, but THE most expensive grocery chain in town: Safeway). Improve Shadle
High, because it has the worst reputation in town now (I don't want my kids going there when
they're older). Listening to parents, sounds like the administration isn't so great.

6/9/2019 2:54 PM

194

Not sure

6/9/2019 11:18 AM

195

Beautification, e.g. landscaping, keeping it clean, hide Walmart, homeless removal

6/9/2019 2:15 AM

196

Police need to respond in an effective manner to property crime. In other words DO THE JOB
THEYRE PAID TO DO. Dont just drive around

6/8/2019 9:19 AM

197

Put the mentally ill homeless in a safe facility. Put the criminal/drug user homeless in jail to face all
consequences. Do not make homeowners and business owners 2nd class citizens...we pay house
payments, hire people for our businesses, and pay significant taxes to live well in a clearly socialist
state. Blinking light crosswalks would be great in the area.

6/8/2019 5:15 AM

198

Get the transients out of the park and library. Enforce panhandling laws, security/policy patrolling
Shadle Park.

6/8/2019 4:30 AM

199

Sidewalks by Shadle shopping, Glover and Shadle Park on Belt, many walkers. Improved bus
facilities, maintenance of sidewalks during snow times, better driveway from Shadle to street on
Belt. More and better designated parking for library when pool is open. Continue to add plants and
trees where possible. Paint cement barriers in street, stripped yellow, orange for easier visibility,
especially during rain and snow.

6/8/2019 1:50 AM

200

Many people catch the bus on the corner of belt and Wellesley who always look uncomfortable and
there could be more benches installed or even a little shelter that we see at other bus stop
locations to protect them from winter weather while waiting. Planting more trees around the
shopping area would be nice.

6/8/2019 1:47 AM

201

Shadle Park cleanup Additional cross walk on belt connecting the park and the Shadle center

6/8/2019 1:25 AM

202

More security and patrol to help rid transients in the area

6/7/2019 11:38 PM

203

More welcoming

6/7/2019 6:09 PM

204

Better police protection

6/7/2019 6:02 PM

205

Wider roads

6/7/2019 5:56 PM
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206

Don't think the space allows anymore large stores. Lack of a department store is bad. We liked
Penny's but realize that Wal mart has a lot of clothes. Not high quality though. The traffic
congestion coming into Wal mart can be awful. Don't know how to improve that. Also cars coming
by the front of Safeway sometimes don't stop for people walking into the store. And, the traffic jam
to get onto Alberta from the Safeway side parking lot is horrible at rush hour and when St. Charles
is getting out. We don't think a round-about would solve any problems and we, personally, don't
like them.

6/7/2019 2:09 PM

207

Walkable neighborhood meeting spaces (eateries, bars, services), sidwalks, and road repairs

6/7/2019 1:33 PM

208

Sidewalks

6/7/2019 11:21 AM

209

Increase parking for the library visitors. Add public bathrooms in the park. Bike racks!

6/7/2019 11:03 AM

210

Better paved streets and no "traffic calming" projects that make it harder to get around like Monroe,
because that's a great way to make me avoid the area. Focus on the basics and not trendy public
works projects.

6/7/2019 9:28 AM

211

Emphasis on crime and transients ‘Soften’ some of the Main Street with the eco friendly road
boarders like on Monroe.

6/7/2019 8:56 AM

212

Separating library parking from the pool parking and enforcing it!

6/7/2019 8:50 AM

213

Everything needs revamped

6/7/2019 8:40 AM

214

Increasing library (already happening). Could turn the shopping area into more of a neighborhood,
center feel rather than a collection of stores (see Shadle Center c. 1965).

6/7/2019 8:18 AM

215

Unsure

6/7/2019 8:07 AM

216

Better lighting and removing the panhandlets/ homeless.

6/7/2019 7:50 AM

217

Kick all the homeless drugged up people out.

6/7/2019 7:14 AM

218

Better playground area at the park, more eateries, business options.

6/7/2019 6:43 AM

219

It's an area that is still missing sidewalks in many places, but is walked by pedestrians often. More
green spaces, parks, mini parks would be nice.

6/7/2019 6:39 AM

220

more trees around tennis courts & in parking lot @ mall, more decorative/functional seating,
yard/garden art-type features (maybe made by local schools?)

6/7/2019 4:37 AM

221

Adding more variety of businesses to Shadle Center would be cool. I would love to participate in a
Shadle summer festival. Farmers market at Shadle Center instead of A Park.

6/7/2019 4:25 AM

222

The physical appearance of the neighborhood is run down and invites crime, graffiti and
homelessness. We need to update the Shadle Shopping center so that they people who live in the
area are proud to be there.

6/7/2019 4:22 AM

223

It does need to be updated and better landscaping. Definitely a better road system

6/7/2019 12:40 AM

224

Traffic calming Walkability Bikeability

6/6/2019 11:33 PM

225

Safety and crime prevention

6/6/2019 11:12 PM

226

Provide more public spaces and other attractions.

6/6/2019 11:03 PM

227

clean up the park, develope a unique feel to the area. like Garland district, perry district

6/6/2019 3:11 PM

228

a completed side walk around the Shadle baseball field would be nice.

6/6/2019 3:07 PM

229

It could look nicer.

6/6/2019 12:55 PM

230

The Wal-Mart parking lot near Wellesley could host a nicer restaurant or two (other than fast food).

6/6/2019 12:10 PM

231

The area feels like a place to go complete a task and leave rather than a place to gather.

6/6/2019 11:01 AM

232

Better road design

6/6/2019 10:53 AM

233

Walkabilty and safety

6/6/2019 10:07 AM

234

I am not concerned about character. I want a safe neighborhood.

6/6/2019 9:40 AM

235

It’s fine the way it is. This is a waste of money that could be better used in another way.

6/6/2019 9:36 AM

236

The shadle shopping center could look nicer. There are weird creepy people roaming around

6/6/2019 9:16 AM
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237

Public safety

6/6/2019 8:28 AM

238

The Walmart Parking lot simply does not seem safe. Increased police presence there are even
just patrolling the neighborhood would promote safety.

6/6/2019 8:15 AM

239

More street fairs. Better biking access.

6/6/2019 8:03 AM

240

I'd like to see it become more community owned shopping than big business (Walmart, Safeway).
There are so many of those stores in Spokane. We could be a place people want to go to instead
of must go to.

6/6/2019 7:45 AM

241

Any changes respectful of those of us who live here

6/6/2019 7:16 AM

242

Dog park

6/6/2019 7:07 AM

243

Reduce auto dependency by improving walkbility

6/6/2019 7:05 AM

244

Improve streets

6/6/2019 5:52 AM

245

I'd like to see more "middle class" retail. Walmart as the main retail tenant just doesn't cut it. I
remember Penney's, Lamont's and Pay n Pak from the past.

6/6/2019 5:45 AM

246

N/A

6/6/2019 5:39 AM

247

There are alot of homeless people by the water tower and the parking lot. Begging for money.
Some are a bit frightening

6/6/2019 5:22 AM

248

Encouraging people to buy homes and live in them (less rentals), changes in laws/enforcement to
reduce frequent presence of homeless/street activity

6/6/2019 5:08 AM

249

Pedestrian lights at Ash and Maple for Shadle students. Squeeze landlords to repair their rental
properties.

6/6/2019 5:07 AM

250

Police patrols first, or there is no reason to do anything more to the area.

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

251

Traffic calming on Wellesley and the Maple/Ash couplet. More bike infrastructure to allow access
to Shadle Park/Library/Pool, shopping center, etc.

6/6/2019 4:34 AM

252

Better traffic--like the improved section of Monroe. A nice "sit-down" restaurant or natural food
coop in the Hastings building would be nice.

6/6/2019 4:20 AM

253

I think it would be nice to beautify the piece of land you pass along after the Maple bridge, and
continue up through West Central along Maple street to create a welcoming corridor to the North
side of town, similar to whats been done with many main arterials on the South Hill.

6/6/2019 4:06 AM

254

Clean up the homeless problem. Slow up traffic in the Walmart area, maybe with something like
they did on Monroe. Safety, safety, safety.

6/6/2019 3:46 AM

255

Address the homeless activity (offer services to them to get out of the situation if possible-mental
health etc). Crack down on drug activity by police presence

6/6/2019 3:13 AM

256

I like my community the way it is

6/6/2019 2:58 AM

257

Small businesses and local restaurants, Farmers Market, public space for young adults,
community events like concerts--if these already exist, more marketing

6/6/2019 2:26 AM

258

run the damn homeless out of the city.

6/6/2019 12:17 AM

259

Would like to see more trees and midblock crossings. Maybe some benches or gather places
would be great too. Also maybe slow down traffic on Wellesley to 20 like they do on Garland perhaps from Cannon all the way down to Alberta?

6/5/2019 11:29 AM

260

More lighting in the park will drive out many of the problems with drugs and vagrant issues. It will
also help provide safety for pedestrians going to and from the shopping center to their homes or
schools. We need more community involvement and better police response. The lack of police
officers available and their limited ability to react to calls for service due to that staffing and red
tape, makes working and living in the Shadle area unsafe. The COPS shop is currently the best
deterrence we have and it is located out of sight. More community activities at the park would also
help unite the community.

6/5/2019 11:13 AM

261

Shadle Library expansion, Shadle Park use, more recreation opportunities.

6/5/2019 7:15 AM

262

More entertainment and restaurants

6/5/2019 6:36 AM
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263

Tree-lined walkways. the presence of a community feel that connects the library, parks, schools,
churches, residential areas and shopping services, etc..

6/5/2019 6:35 AM

264

Better traffic flow and increased pedestrian safety and walkability.

6/5/2019 6:31 AM

265

Keeping shopping carts from leaving the shopping area - there a many shopping carts lined up at
the bus stops. Keeping panhandlers away from the area. Keeping people living in RVs from
parking in the lot.

6/5/2019 6:03 AM

266

Mostly cleaning up the drug/sketchy people. Making it a safer family friendly environment.

6/5/2019 1:32 AM

267

Stop building roundabouts Enforce traffic laws Plow Grind & overlay

6/4/2019 12:46 PM

268

Congestion during rush hour times. Especially the Garland, N Driscoll Alberta Northwest Blvd., TJ
Meenach dr area.

6/4/2019 12:23 PM

269

I would like bike lanes, traffic calming. I live near Audubon park but don’t feel safe riding my bike in
this area.

6/4/2019 12:13 PM

270

It is overall very dated and dirty.

6/4/2019 12:06 PM

271

Get rid of the vagrants

6/4/2019 5:17 AM

272

Improve connections between the neighborhood, library, park and Shadle Center, more lighting in
Shadle Park, increased security around the park and library.

6/4/2019 3:31 AM

273

Updated feel would be nice. It's old, feels dirty in places.

6/4/2019 1:41 AM

274

Walmart parking area could use better parking structure controlling traffic (people speeding
across/through parking designations). More of police presence.

6/4/2019 1:24 AM

275

It just needs a real update. Police need to enforce laws on littering and soliciting.

6/4/2019 1:10 AM

276

clean it up. add a pedestrian flashing light at the "Walmart" crosswalk from the corner of Rite Aid to
the library. Add a four way stop or light at the corner of Belt and Garland.

6/4/2019 12:23 AM

277

using tax dollars to make improvements

6/3/2019 11:27 PM

278

Gentrification.

6/3/2019 8:53 PM

279

more law enforcement presence

6/3/2019 8:00 PM

280

New changes coming to library sound like emphasis is on community.

6/3/2019 3:21 PM

281

Safe parking lot design. Pedestrian and bike friendly. Traffic control in the parking area. Trees.

6/3/2019 3:21 PM

282

improve neighborhood spaces to bring people together, home and neighborhood gardening,
improved bike and pedestrian access

6/3/2019 3:08 PM

283

Honestly.. probably just the parking.

6/3/2019 2:27 PM

284

Maintenance of the park itself, especially adding lighting to make it safer at night during the
summer.

6/3/2019 2:06 PM

285

Walmart parking lot needs help

6/3/2019 1:38 PM

286

Cleaning up the park. The homeless are pretty harmless but the transient teens seem to run
people out. Sick of broken bottles in shadle park

6/3/2019 1:36 PM

287

Sense of community, a true family park, unique , hopefully locally owned businesses that will draw
business.

6/3/2019 1:32 PM

288

Make the shopping area less like a strip mall, help with the drug issues and homeless in the park,
don't feel safe to walk my dog. Fix the pot holes.

6/3/2019 1:26 PM

289

Need to get a regular business into old Hastings bldg. Clean up the park....

6/3/2019 1:20 PM

290

Beautify the Shadle Shopping area

6/3/2019 1:00 PM

291

Empty buildings could be concerted to housing or community services. Everyone complains about
the empty Hastings building. Better landscaping and beautification of the streets, park and
shopping area. Improved traffic flow on Alberta, Belt and Wellesley.

6/3/2019 12:59 PM

292

Better management of kids, high schoolers walking to/from home down alleyways getting into too
much trouble trasspassing, jumping off retaining wall, trampling flowerbeds, playing in roadways

6/3/2019 12:52 PM

293

Programming

6/3/2019 12:48 PM
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294

Crime prevention

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

295

Move the thieves out of the area, bring back the little shops like Love at First Bite or Hallmark or
other retail places

6/3/2019 12:48 PM

296

Safety can be improved. Drug problem/homeless people are rampant at the Shadle shopping
center. It’s scary and a deterrent

6/3/2019 12:47 PM

297

Increased safety around park

6/3/2019 12:28 PM

298

Pedestrian

6/3/2019 12:03 PM

299

Safety and security is a must!

6/3/2019 10:42 AM

300

Making the area more bicycle friendly.

6/3/2019 9:48 AM

301

better/more parking for the library and better traffic management at belt and wellesley

6/3/2019 6:28 AM

302

There is so much potential for the area to feel more dynamic, and not just like a part of town to
pass through. There are quite a few empty buildings that could have new businesses that would
act like "third places" with the correct incentives. Arterials could be easily altered to both slow
traffic and making waiting for a bus or walking around an actually enjoyable experience. Treating
the area as a place where people live, rather than a place to travel through or around, would go a
long way in making the Shadle area into a super desirable area. Our one big draw should really
not be the walmart and safeway shopping center - the draw should be our shady streets, our lazy
sunday atmosphere. This planning proccess should work to enhance the human aspect of the
neighborhood, which would in turn draw more businesses and homeowners to the area.

6/3/2019 3:43 AM

303

Some traffic calming around Wellesley and Ash/Maple; better connections from neighborhoods to
parks and shopping, increasing pedestrian retail; finishing the sidewalks on east/west blocks above
Wellesley

6/3/2019 2:38 AM

304

Pedestrian focus, better use of the park, more diverse shopping choices, better connection to the
neighborhoods.

5/30/2019 9:16 AM

305

n/a

5/30/2019 7:37 AM
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Q17 Have other ideas or concerns about the future of the Shadle area?
Share them here.
Answered: 144

Skipped: 229

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Let's get a great park for Shadle Park.

8/20/2019 12:06 PM

2

More multi-family homes would improve the nature of the area

8/20/2019 9:16 AM

3

I really like the idea of a community center at Ash and Wellesley. I would like to hear more on input
on that regarding sources of money to redo the interior, and how our neighbors are going to use it.

8/20/2019 4:40 AM

4

Would love to bike safely around my home. Right now it's a bit nerve racking

8/20/2019 2:37 AM

5

See previous response

8/19/2019 5:09 PM

6

Slow traffic and expand sidewalks on Alberta. People speed down side streets to avoid alberta.
Very dangerous

8/19/2019 3:28 PM

7

Traffic to Walmart causes congestion on the area roadways

8/19/2019 1:07 PM

8

For me shadow is a drive through from work and home. Fast commute time is important through
the neighborhood. I also stop at a lot of businesses on the way home to pick up dinner.

8/19/2019 12:11 PM

9

Seeing the park used for events that engage and support families

8/19/2019 10:45 AM

10

I would like it to remain a "neighborhood' feel and not get too commercial

8/16/2019 1:38 AM

11

Improve the bus shelters, no traffic circles or bike lanes or other limits on traffic flow on Wellesley,
Maple, Ash & Belt Improve park facilities over time as budget allows/use changes; consider indoor
pool/exercise facility in conjunction with Shadle and Glover schools Allow low density multi-family
housing flexibility-ADUs, tiny houses, 1-4 units/lot, review setback requirements particularly on
Maple/Ash-approval of development at 5 Mile, Indian Trail, et have diminished the value of homes
along Maple/Ash/Wellesley, allow those owners to get some value through higher density or
commercial/residential combo use

8/14/2019 5:01 AM

12

Safety should be a priority. I do not feel the park and shopping center is safe. I actually will drive
further away to go to a different grocery store, when safeway is within walking distance of my
house. More security/ police community presences would be beneficial.

8/11/2019 3:28 PM

13

Main concerns are mainly with Walmart. Growing concern for safety with persons loitering,
transients, homless-beggars attracted the Walmart shopping/parking lot in this area

8/9/2019 10:01 AM

14

Maybe consider a night club

8/9/2019 5:11 AM

15

Keeping it safe for residents with student safety in mind.

8/8/2019 1:11 PM

16

I’d love a community garden!!

8/8/2019 10:44 AM

17

I would support more sidewalks and crosswalks and bikeways, but pedestrians need to know their
right of way does NOT mean they don't need to watch for traffic; bicyclists too often do not obey
the laws and the scooters are AWFUL. I'd rather have less access than increased danger due to
improper usage of improved access. It would have been helpful if you gave a comment box for
each of the sliding bar questions, especially as you ask about the "district" and the "center" but
they are not the same thing. For example, I think the district has a good, clear character, but the
center is generic

8/8/2019 10:27 AM

18

The area around the shadle water tower has increasingly become a hub for homeless camping. I
feel this is unsafe so close to a school.

8/8/2019 7:06 AM

19

The school, park, library and existing businesses are the best parts about Shadle. I would love to
see more emphasis on greenery and family-friendly spaces than development for development's
sake.

8/8/2019 6:03 AM

20

more bike friendly, and scooter friendly, its a better way to get around, add more events to bring in
people not just baseball games

8/8/2019 1:10 AM
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21

KOREAN TYPE EXERCISE EQUIPMENT IN THE PARK WITH MORE LIGHTING

8/6/2019 5:14 PM

22

The area needs to remain primarily single family dwellings without high rises or large apartment
complexes.

8/4/2019 1:53 PM

23

Need to allow more small business hubs (restaurants, bakery’s, winery/breweries) to form not just
near Shadle Park shopping area but also near Downriver area (Northwest Blvd.)

8/1/2019 8:01 AM

24

You cannot create a “walkable” environment in an area that doesn’t feel safe. Pouring money into
beautifying the area will only be wasted if Shadle Center cannot be cleaned up. I have lived my
entire life in the Shadle area (53years). I’ve watched it change, both good and bad, but never felt
unsafe or uncomfortable until the last couple of years. I would absolutely love to see it transformed
back to the vibrant, family filled area it was. I’m not sure that will ever be able to happen. With
Walmart a fixture now and no answer to the homeless population problem in the near future and
the police departments inability to keep offenders off the streets, the future of Shadle is
questionable

7/30/2019 2:00 PM

25

na

7/22/2019 7:56 AM

26

It would be nice if the Wal-Mart wad slowed too be a super Wal-Mart so we could have some
competitive grocery prices to Safeway.

7/19/2019 5:46 PM

27

Other retail areas such as Five Mile Plaza have detracted from what Shadle could be as a district
center. Shadle needs to improve it's offerings of bars, restaurants, and multi-family housing
nearby.

7/19/2019 3:18 PM

28

We're lucky... I'm lucky, or rather fortunate, that I'm so close to the VA Hospital. I'm a vet, and I
appreciate how close I am.

7/19/2019 1:31 PM

29

Crossing Belt south of water tank is not adequate

7/19/2019 9:45 AM

30

I'd like to see an indoor aquatic center either here or at Dwight Merkel

7/18/2019 1:58 PM

31

Continuous sidewalks on the arterials

7/18/2019 10:28 AM

32

Multi-family dwellings should be dispersed throughout the area instead of concentrated in one
area. No huge apartment complexes.

7/18/2019 7:04 AM

33

I would like there to be more of a distinction between Downriver/Audubon and Shadle
neighborhoods. Also traffic improvements are needed between Wellesley, Alberta/Cochran,
Northwest Blvd, TJ Meenach Bridge. There's a bottleneck between people trying to get to
Spokane Falls Community College and the one ways to get to downtown (the one ways are
Maple/Ash). This is a problem for both the Downriver/Audubon and Shadle Park neighborhoods.

7/18/2019 5:39 AM

34

Mone

7/18/2019 5:11 AM

35

City attorney needs to move quicker against houses that become squatter houses. SPD need to
keep more pressure on the problem houses when found in the area. Code enforcement is lax with
taking car of abandoned vehicles. Turn that job back over to SPD. Never should have been taken
out of SPD's hands. In some places in the Shadle area, the city has started filling the crack
between the curb and street. They are not doing enough however. The side streets are almost
completely ignored when it comes to cracks in the roadway where vegetation has taken over.
They need to cleaned out and sealed to save what roadway there is. The Shadle Water tower
needs to have the lights re installed for safety and as an icon to the neighborhood. Pathways in
Shadle Park need to be lighted when there are movies in the park or late night baseball games.
Paths are unsafe, cracked,. There needs to be more garbage cans placed in the park for events.
Two at the shelter , but none over by the amphitheater or water pad, restrooms.

7/18/2019 3:04 AM

36

Please don’t make the Shadle area only accessible to pedestrians. Please keep in mind that some
people enjoy the convenience of driving their cars to get groceries and other items.

7/18/2019 1:43 AM

37

High school and he high should be more distinctly separate from park and library

7/17/2019 5:01 PM

38

Possibility of seasonal access to bathroom and clean drinking water access in smaller parks.

7/17/2019 12:57 PM

39

The look hat has been incorporated on the Monroe St. between Northwest Blvd heading towards
Garland project is very appealing and could maybe be incorporated in our Shadle area as well

7/17/2019 10:36 AM

40

No

7/17/2019 9:51 AM

41

No

7/17/2019 8:00 AM
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42

With WalMart bringing people from all over, I don’t think the area will have a community feel. It’s a
commercial hub.

7/17/2019 7:10 AM

43

A stop light at the Wellesley/Driscoll intersection would be nice. It's very dangerous and has a very
high use level.

7/17/2019 6:42 AM

44

I wonder how the Wellesley area could be less of a row of parking lots. Also I wonder if thete could
be some thing like a Shadle history path through the park, with info signs and photos of the original
Shadle Center clusterr of stores. When Walmart came in, all that was lost. Enhancement oc the
park, with benches, trees, landscaping, and focal points could make it less appealing to vagrants
who go there to make drug deals.

7/16/2019 2:27 PM

45

Get rid of the peddlers

7/16/2019 1:48 PM

46

more small restaurants - fast food--coffee shops -- bakery

7/16/2019 6:07 AM

47

More security

7/14/2019 10:04 PM

48

Start cleaning up the homeless situation in the park that is bringing the whole area down

7/13/2019 11:01 PM

49

none

7/13/2019 12:13 AM

50

District Centers are supposed to be pedestrian oriented. That should be the vision and goal of any
plans. Accommodate cars, but make their presence to other modes of transportation to and
through the District Center.

7/11/2019 2:43 PM

51

City should incorporate plans to keep walkable paths to bus services during the winter clear of
snow. Hard for folks who can drive to get to bus stops. Arterials should have snow cleared from
sidewalks

7/11/2019 6:51 AM

52

Possibly create an event to assit the homeless people in the park. Also make the park with more
family community events. I drove past Corbin park one day and it was packed, a volleyball game,
baseball and soccer game were all going on. Maybe the neighborhood people put it on asking if
anyone wanted to play.

7/11/2019 6:45 AM

53

Stop taking away lanes and adding crappy things which ruin roads. Stop taking away green
spaces. Stop fundamentally changing areas.

7/11/2019 6:41 AM

54

The park needs to have a renovation. Its old and when I take my child there its basically just a
home for homeless people now

7/10/2019 11:44 PM

55

Increased housing density around the shadle area along with improvements to the walkability/bike
ability would be great and they be mutually beneficial to each other. Shadle, Spokane, and WA as
a whole need a lot more accessible, affordable housing units to meet our current needs and since
Shadle is such a desirable working and middle class neighborhood! We are well suited to add
accessible, affordable housing options and the people moving into the neighborhood would
frequent and work in the businesses of the area and Spokane as a whole. North side and
downtown jobs are readily accessible by bus, bike, and car from our neighborhood without a long
commute and walking to and from shadle Park, library, and businesses would be easy for
everyone here and much more vibrant with added new housing options and people connecting
outside their cars

7/10/2019 2:17 PM

56

Many of the older single-family homes in the area have become rentals in the past 20 years, which
often translates into unkempt lawns and tattered exteriors. Landlords don't seem to make an effort
to keep their properties maintained, and rents seem to only climb. I don't know how to instill pride
in community, (well, ownership of homes would help, but that's out of reach for so many of our
citizens), but if I could "wish" something, I'd wish the area was neat and cared for as it was when I
was a "kid" 50 years ago. Additionally, I attend St. Charles Catholic Church across Alberta from
the Center. We are constantly battling trash from folks who buy food at Safeway, come over to us,
then leave the remains of their meals and trash everywhere. We've had someone defecate near a
door on a doormat. Cameras have shown people bathing in our fountain right up near the church.
Drug users shoot up in protected areas and then ditch their needles in bushes and around the
huge garbage bin. Kids manage to get on the roof and run around at all hours of the
night....dangerous to them but also destructive to the new 1/2 million dollar roof we put on a couple
of years ago. We are an aged parish, money is tight, and we can't afford a private security person
to keep the campus safe. We do have one blind lady who said to include talking walk/don't walk
systems on all of the major intersections. Thanks for your work!

7/10/2019 5:17 AM

57

Slow traffic on Belt and Wellesley

7/9/2019 2:30 PM
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When I was young I remember there being carnival style rides and such around the time of the
lilac parade. I think we really need more family style events to encourage engagement.

6/24/2019 10:48 AM

59

BIKE LANES

6/23/2019 11:35 AM

60

No

6/21/2019 11:04 PM

61

Can we please stop planning for cars. The neighborhood is aging and I see elderly people with
walkers trying to get around without sidewalks. Also, younger people aren't driving as much. Let's
plan for a better cleaner future.

6/21/2019 5:43 AM

62

This is a great area, but it does feel very disconnected. It would be nice to have more things to do
in the area, more walking areas and better ways to drive safely.

6/20/2019 1:19 AM

63

Please avoid large commercial development. The abandoned Hastings building and giant parking
lot is so ugly and unuseful. Wish it could be renovated into a shady, enjoyable area.

6/19/2019 12:58 PM

64

Please make Alberta not be a freeway for grumpy commuters.

6/19/2019 8:24 AM

65

putting in sidewalks, fixing sidewalks, making it more green, more crosswalks at intersections,
disaster plan for area, cleaning up neighborhoods, paving gravel streets, cleaner air by getting
away from wood burning.

6/18/2019 2:46 PM

66

More patrols in neighborhoods

6/18/2019 12:32 AM

67

Less Concrete/pavement and more drought tolerant landscape (trees shrubs plants). More
roundabouts!

6/15/2019 3:30 PM

68

Just fix the homeless camp out situation in the area parks (Shadle and Audubon), drug use, and
panhandling. Also address the serious crime of break ins and car theft in the area. Is it true
homeless people are being given one way tickets in Portland and Seattle to come to Spokane to
lessen the populations there? If true, this must stop!

6/14/2019 8:09 AM

69

Neighborhood traffic is a big issue. I would like to see traffic circles or even cul-de-sacs created to
calm traffic in neighborhoods.

6/14/2019 2:10 AM

70

All the planning in the world won' t help if the neighborhood's are allowed to turn into slums, I deal
with people all over the country and a lady landscape from Boston was looking at biding a project
on the west plains she wanted to know about living here. I had to tell her that the places around
Spokane are great with all the lakes, recreation locations. but the city is starting to deteriorate
neighborhoods are becoming trashed and i don't recommend going downtown because the tents
and panhandlers.

6/14/2019 1:23 AM

71

No not limit shadle. Spokane’s population is booming. We have no place to put everyone. Stop
retro’ing our city..... we need to grow with our city, not shrink our roads

6/12/2019 4:58 PM

72

How will the Walmart be in the center? What is the plan for the Walmart after it moves out. If big
box become on-line dominate, should the property become multi-use? There needs to be more
recreation opportunities. bowling, skating rink, etc.

6/12/2019 1:40 PM

73

Adding signage and landscaping that creates a neighborhood identity.

6/12/2019 9:29 AM

74

No apartment building should ever be built around park. If that was a good idea then where are
the big apartment buildings in Downriver district? Of course. You don't want them. We have limited
greenspace and we need to preserve it. Period!

6/12/2019 2:42 AM

75

I like the idea of making Shadle more walkable and connected but it is not a priority for me
because I do not live within walking/biking distance. It would, however, make it more unique nd
give it some character.

6/12/2019 2:38 AM

76

No apartment buildings near the park! No way! Give the area an identity instead of it being where
WalMart is. Similar to the Perry District and Down River District. More upscale little shops, less
chain retailers, more diversity... Not turn it into a low income WalMart destination. Breeds safety
issues. Remember only a small handful of repeat criminals commit the majority of crimes. Having
low income cheap rentals means you are inviting the criminals(a place to live and survey the
nearby neighborhood for items to steal)no pawn shops, no cheap retail stores. No more dollar
stores, etc... Family friendly venues only. Get rid of the RV's in the WalMart Parking Lot. More
independent business are needed(like the Wall St. Diner, etc. Ephata Cafe', mix of ethnic shops,
Bistros, etc.)

6/12/2019 12:54 AM
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77

The need for protection of the home owners safety/property protection in this area is paramount. It
is one of the most unsafe areas I have lived in the state of Washington. We need to support and
place police in this area so they can enforce the ordinances already put in place for this to be a
safe, enjoyable environment. It does not need more development or traffic to be forced since this
has exploded over the years for this area causing homeless camps, noise pollution and the
deterioration of our library and parks right out in the open for our youth to see. This area really
needs the attention it deserves.

6/11/2019 1:39 PM

78

Would love seating at the pools and more tables some people set all their stuff at a table and never
sit at it all day. Where I like to bring my work and let me son swim while able to still “work from
home” remotely.

6/11/2019 7:21 AM

79

I love the Shadle area the way it is. We need to put our money toward fixing roads and decreasing
crime.

6/11/2019 2:19 AM

80

Some kinds of family entertainment.

6/11/2019 1:58 AM

81

I wish I did. I feel Shadle is a very special area of the city and want to preserve the neighborhood
feel as the city continues to grow

6/10/2019 1:08 PM

82

I think the local tavern/bars is becoming excessive in garland area. I also feel that the presence of
police needs to be increased 10 fold. Residence with garbage stung in their yards need to be
advised to clean up for safety reason. Speed limits need to be posted on residential streets as well
as extra lighting in residential areas. 2 light post for an entire block is ridiculous.

6/10/2019 12:15 PM

83

Aging residents

6/10/2019 12:12 PM

84

I like the area very well except for the loitering. It is easy to drive, park and walk around the area. It
is also nice that maple & ash keep the traffic flow going through on the east side of the neighbor
hood.

6/10/2019 11:48 AM

85

I feel like the Shadle area is a pass-through area for people heading to more northern
neighborhoods. I would like to see an effort to channel non-residents to major north-south routes
and make the Shadle area a focal point for the northwest part of the city with an emphasis on the
needs of its residents.

6/10/2019 9:49 AM

86

Fix the sidewalks before someone is injured. The sidewalks are broken down to loose rocks and
dirt.

6/10/2019 9:37 AM

87

Clean up the parks and bathrooms

6/10/2019 8:53 AM

88

I'd like to see Wellesley narrowed to 3 lanes, including a center turning lane and a bike path added

6/10/2019 7:36 AM

89

Create more affordable housing options. Better variety of staffing in schools. Mental health,
behavioral, social work

6/10/2019 7:16 AM

90

Car break-ins are rampant. A plan to reduce petty crime would be great

6/9/2019 2:18 AM

91

Get the homeless to work, to mental healthcare facilities, or to jail. The citizens of this area, this
state, and this country deserve better than this.

6/8/2019 5:17 AM

92

Resolve the transient issue and many other problems will self-resolve.

6/8/2019 4:32 AM

93

I hope the planners really listen to comments and it's not just another "make the people feel they
had input, but we're going to do what we want regardless."

6/8/2019 1:54 AM

94

I’d love to see some character added to the area.

6/8/2019 1:27 AM

95

None

6/7/2019 6:10 PM

96

Please do not take away two lanes.

6/7/2019 5:58 PM

97

Already on previous questions.

6/7/2019 2:12 PM

98

Areas along Driscol, Belt, A, and Assembly should be re-zoned to allow more multi-family and
commercial use. Creating areas like Flying Goat / DR Grill except with townhomes in the mix.
Sidewalks and bike paths are needed to get from NW Shadle neigboehooda to NW Blvd and
downtown.

6/7/2019 1:40 PM

99

Tough to turn left from the library parking lot. Electronic speed warnings in the high school area.

6/7/2019 11:06 AM

100

This survey is clearly biased and selections in integrations for instance are saying the same thing
different ways to get someone's idea through.

6/7/2019 9:30 AM
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101

Decrease crime and increase level of actual neighborhood feel.

6/7/2019 8:59 AM

102

With the exception of summer parking at the library I like that area the way it is!

6/7/2019 8:54 AM

103

No

6/7/2019 8:41 AM

104

None

6/7/2019 8:10 AM

105

the mall area is not very attractive, generally, & could be much improved

6/7/2019 4:40 AM

106

Again, the area does not feel safe and is very run down. The neighborhood is old and invites crime
and homelessness. It would be nice to update the area with bike paths, street lights and parks.

6/7/2019 4:25 AM

107

Safety and inappropriate use of the park

6/6/2019 11:13 PM

108

I've lived in the neighborhood for 25 years and I have an overall sense the neighborhood is
declining.

6/6/2019 3:14 PM

109

A crosswalk could be set up to cross Wellesley at the center of the Wal-Mart parking lot to make it
safer to cross.

6/6/2019 12:14 PM

110

This is a waste of our community money that could be better used elsewhere.

6/6/2019 9:40 AM

111

Not really

6/6/2019 9:17 AM

112

None

6/6/2019 8:30 AM

113

More youth activity in the parks

6/6/2019 8:07 AM

114

I feel a strong sense of community here, but the average neighborhood is not high income. Low
income entertainment and educational opportunities for all ages would be great.

6/6/2019 7:50 AM

115

Widen the sidewalks and plant street trees

6/6/2019 7:06 AM

116

While Garland isn't directlyin the Shadle District, I think first, it desperately needs repaving,
possibly minor reconfiguration. Then it could be a great northside crosstown bike route connecting
to the Shadle District and other bike routes and trails.

6/6/2019 6:15 AM

117

Improve the streets

6/6/2019 5:55 AM

118

I love the "feel" of the Garland District, the Perry District, Kendall Yards... I feel none of that in
Shadle. It's a place to go to, get business done and leave, not a destination to enjoy and spend
time there.

6/6/2019 5:51 AM

119

N/A

6/6/2019 5:40 AM

120

I feel the presence of homeless/street activity needs to be addressed and minimized

6/6/2019 5:10 AM

121

Keep it safe, or no one will want to come here.

6/6/2019 4:41 AM

122

Need more trees along the Wellesley/Shadle Shopping center. Would make it more pedestrian
friendly and less industrial feeling.

6/6/2019 4:11 AM

123

I love Shadle the way it is

6/6/2019 3:03 AM

124

Neighborhood Council is predominately white, older, and middle class. There should be more
diversity and inclusion of leadership and topics in the Neighborhood Council.

6/6/2019 2:29 AM

125

time for Spokane to address the homeless and constant druggie issues and giving them handouts
is not the answer. Run them out or jail them.

6/6/2019 12:20 AM

126

I would love to see if feel like a 'community' where all the parts have connections that are safe
regardless of how you get there. It would be great to have the diversity of housing make this area
more diverse with access to all the services and features that are there now. ANd build what else
is needed to make this area a complete hub. Right how each part seems independent from the
others.

6/5/2019 6:41 AM

127

I just really don’t want it to loose it’s feel of safeness, peacefulness, it’s for the most part not to
absurdly busy. Well other than that one general area specifically in the morning time when I get off
work And driving home.

6/4/2019 12:30 PM
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128

I would love to feel safe in the area. A few years ago it felt safer then now. I would like to not feel
like I am going to get robbed or attacked going to the store. I would love to take my kids to a clean
park. One with plenty of places to picnic and play. Where we dont have to watch out for homeless
people doing drugs or young teens harassing people going in and out if the library. The overall feel
is not very neighborly

6/4/2019 12:10 PM

129

I hope they do not screw up the traffic flow like they have all over the city. THe city traffic planners
are not very smart.

6/4/2019 5:28 AM

130

Neighborhood retail centers are on the decline. While Shadle Center appears to be doing well
now, it needs to adapt to a changing marketplace. Encouraging multi-family housing for millennials
and seniors will attract new types of businesses to the shopping center.

6/4/2019 3:35 AM

131

It has become a place for people to hang out but it's just hanging out and that creates boredom
and then disruption and crime. If it became more of a neighborhood area there would be more
close knit visibility and accountability. I also think the cop shop could have a bigger presence than
they do. Many people ask 'what's the point'?

6/4/2019 12:32 AM

132

there is a need for sidewalks especially arterials and high traffic streets (garland)

6/3/2019 11:31 PM

133

Please hire enough cops to serve the area

6/3/2019 8:01 PM

134

A street traffic is too fast; people still don’t understand roundabouts

6/3/2019 3:25 PM

135

While access to the area as a destination is good, it should remain a neighborhood foremost and
we should take care of resident needs first

6/3/2019 3:11 PM

136

Parking

6/3/2019 2:30 PM

137

Wider walkways on the east side of Belt. Have more traffic and parking enforcement on Longfellow
during the school year. Put light up throughout the park, it gets fairly sketch at night.

6/3/2019 1:41 PM

138

The Shadle area should have such a strong sense of community that thy fully support
neighborhood events such as the Shadle Craft Show.

6/3/2019 1:38 PM

139

Just that it seems like it is declining, I like the locally owned business and hope to see more places
dine like flying goat, downriver, but I also like Mod pizza which is a economic way of taking a
family out to eat.

6/3/2019 1:30 PM

140

I have helped my elderly neighbors stuggle to function and provided gardening, grocery shopping,
other help when I could and they helped me. Most of them have passed on now and the face of the
neighborhood is changing. I've met a few of my new neighbors and enjoy them, but I'm active in
my own church and another church as well as my immediate neighborhood. I also help my own
family members. I don't care to have my nice , quiet neighborhood become inundated with
apartment complexes, etc. That brings even more crime just by bringing in a larger population.
Don't have any kids in schools and truethfully, most kids are just troublemakers in anything more
than one on one. Don't care about the local parks. Don't use or attend activities there much- too
noisey and too many bugs and trash. I already work with Manito and Finch. I don't need any more
park projects to work on. So just want to be left in peace to live a quiet life in my own garden!

6/3/2019 1:07 PM

141

Our neighborhood does not have a hospital, urgent care or community hub (farmer’s market, art
walk, local coffee house, etc.). I love how Bellingham designs neighboorhood centers and
community events. I want to live in a place like that.

6/3/2019 1:03 PM

142

There has been an increased number of vagrants in the park, kids getting assaulted and thefts in
the area particularly when Walmart came but even worse in the last 5-10 years. Shadle park used
to be safe at night, now I want to be out of there before the sunset.

6/3/2019 12:51 PM

143

N/a

6/3/2019 12:49 PM

144

n/a

5/30/2019 7:39 AM
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